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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 1/31/2020, 1
, a graduate student in the Department of Biological Science,
filed a formal sexual misconduct complaint against David Gilbert, a Professor in Biological
Science. (Attachment B) Specifically,
alleged that Dr. Gilbert sent her a sexually
inappropriate email and otherwise engaged in behavior of a sexual or discriminatory nature
with her and other students and employees, creating a hostile academic and work
environment, in violation of the University’s Sex Discrimination and Sexual Misconduct Policy.
(Attachments A & B)
The Office of Equal Opportunity and Compliance (EOC) launched an internal investigation of
the complaint on 2/7/2020. EOC staff members conducted a follow-up interview with
on 2/12/2020. (Attachment C)
Amber Wagner, EOC Compliance Investigator, served as the lead investigator. During the
course of the investigation, Ms. Wagner interviewed the Respondent, Dr. Gilbert 2; and
supplemental witnesses:
, Graduate Assistant;
, OPS;
, Graduate Assistant;
, Graduate Assistant;
,
Graduate Assistant;
, Associate Professor;
,
former Graduate Assistant;
, Associate Professor;
, Graduate
Assistant;
, Graduate Assistant;
, Associate Professor;
, Associate Professor; and
, undergraduate student. 3 Interview notes
are located in Attachments D – Q of this Investigative Summary.
This investigation found, based on the preponderance of the information, that it was more
likely than not that Dr. Gilbert engaged in behavior of a sexual nature that was both severe
and pervasive, creating a hostile environment in violation of the University’s Sex
Discrimination and Sexual Misconduct Policy. Additionally, this investigation found, based on
the preponderance of the information, that it was more likely than not that Dr. Gilbert
engaged in behavior that was ethnically insensitive and subjectively offensive; however,
there was no evidence of discriminatory animus based on a reasonable person standard. As
Prior to
opting to pursue a formal complaint against Dr. Gilbert, starting 1/9/2020, she had been
working with EOC on an informal resolution. In filing the formal complaint,
expanded the scope of
the matter being addressed from an email she received on 1/9/2020 (Attachment A) to the broader
work/academic environment created by Dr. Gilbert.
2
Dr. Gilbert was first interviewed on 1/15/2020 as part of the informal resolution process related to the 1/9/2020
email. Subsequently, he was interviewed on 3/11/2020 related to all other allegations.
3
EOC attempted to interview other individuals, but they were either unresponsive, or declined to participate (i.e.,
,
, and
).
1
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such, his actions did not create a hostile environment in violation of the University’s Equal
Opportunity, Non-Discrimination, and Non-Retaliation Policy. Therefore, the allegations of a
policy violation are substantiated in-part (sexual misconduct) and unsubstantiated in-part
(national origin discrimination).
II. PRIOR RELATED COMPLAINTS
No prior documented discrimination, sexual misconduct, or retaliation complaints involving
or Dr. Gilbert have been found.
III. ALLEGATIONS
Allegation of a Hostile Academic/Work Environment (Sexual Misconduct)
alleged that on 1/9/2020 she received an inappropriate email of a sexual
nature from Dr. Gilbert. Additionally,
alleged that Dr. Gilbert made the
following comments or actions:
•

In reference to drawing some cover art, told
because you are art.”

, “you can’t make art

•

Invited
separated from).

•

Asked
to be his “lovely assistant” to hand off his guitar to him during
a student’s PhD thesis defense.

•

Joked about the name of his sailboat being “Blow Me.”

to travel to Japan with him, in lieu of his wife (who he had just

reported the following additional alleged actions/behaviors in the academic
workplace, attributed to Dr. Gilbert:
•

Made inappropriate comments about women from another college.

•

Made sexually charged comments towards an interviewing female student.

•

Asked another male faculty member, “How do you get all the hot undergrads?”

•

With regards to a wine bottle with a stopper in it, joked “is that where you keep it?”

•

Without any prior context or communicated interest, sent a female student pictures
of his trip to Japan.

•

Without asking, traced the lines of a tattoo with his finger, on a female student’s
back.

•

Told an interviewing female student that she should wear less make-up and flats
because that’s how he likes his women. After she was accepted, he emailed, telling
her to wear more mesh now that she’s in Florida.

•

After leaving a party at Dr. Gilbert’s house, an undergraduate female student
received a text from him that said, “come back.”

•

Kissed a female student on the neck during a holiday party at his house.

•

Sexually harassed other female students.
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(Attachments A-C)
Allegation of a Hostile Academic/Work Environment (National Origin)
During the course of the investigation, additional allegations arose that Dr. Gilbert made
inappropriate comments based on national origin or targeted individuals based on their
ethnicity. Specifically, it was alleged that he:
•

Told
that if he wanted to get on Dr. Hengli Tang’s good side, he needed to look
Asian or dye his hair dark. Implying that Dr. Tang is racially biased.

•

Sent
a New York Times article about Venezuela, showing shortages of food and
medicine and that people were dying of starvation and infections; doing so without any
apparent indication of concern or sympathy about her personal experience.

•

Interrupted
in the middle of a poster session, with other grad students, to tell
her that the Venezuelan monetary system is worthless, that a piece of paper in your hand
was worth more than a stack of her country’s money.

•

When the Trump administration aligned themselves with Venezuela’s interim president, he
told
that she must be a Trump supporter in an insulting way. Also stating
sarcastically that “Trump is supporting Venezuela now, so everything is fine.”

•

Sent
articles about Mexicans and why they fear authority. Commenting that,
“this is probably why you don’t stand up for yourself in the lab.” (
is Cuban)

(Attachments M & Q)
IV. INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS
To determine that a hostile academic and/or work environment was created, the actions
must unreasonably interfere with an individual’s access to educational or employment
opportunities or benefits; or be unwelcome and sufficiently severe, frequent, or pervasive
enough that an objective/reasonable person would find they created an intimidating, hostile,
or offensive environment.
Allegation of a Hostile Academic/Work Environment (Sexual Misconduct): Substantiated
This investigation found, based on the preponderance of the information, that it was more
likely than not that Dr. Gilbert engaged in behavior of a sexual nature with
and
other subordinate employees and students in a manner that rose to the level of a hostile
academic and work environment.
Dr. Gilbert admitted to:
•
•

4

Authoring and sending the 1/9/2020 email to
in which he recounts the
details of a sex dream. (Attachments A & D, p. 2)
During the social gathering at the Wilbury, discussing with
privately Dr.
4
Gilbert’s physical/romantic interest in
, who was his DIS student at the
time (Attachments D, p. 6; & G, p. 2), and later that evening engaging in “flirty talk”
with
(Attachments D, p. 6; see F, p. 2; & see R, p. 4).

DIS: Directed Independent Study (https://www.bio.fsu.edu/undergrad/research.php).
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Kissing
, a female -----------graduate student, on the neck at a lab-related
holiday party. (Attachment D, p. 8)5
Inviting
on a trip to Japan, unrelated to any academic purposes.
(Attachments D, p. 11; & R, p. 3)
Possibly telling
, a female graduate student, that he “missed her smile in
the lab.” (Attachment D, p. 9)
Emailing the lab group to ask who had wrote “cock” on his refrigerator in magnetic
letters, ending the thread with, “I guess it is something that is available at my house,
if the right person were to ask nicely. But, it is not in the refrigerator, in case that is
not obvious.” (Attachments D, p. 10; & R, pp. 5-6)
Emailing
, regarding trying to write a statement for the departmental
website, and turning it into a sexual joke; specifically, in response to first joking about
“I like to stick things up my nose,” Dr. Gilbert then responded, “You meant you stick
things up the other end of your body...OK well the other things I thought of would get
me fired for sexual harassment so you are on your own.” (Attachment D, p. 29)
Asking
and
(another lab member) to leave his house,
so that he and his wife, could get naked in the pool. (Attachment D, p. 13)
Using the phrase “blowing its wad’” when discussing protein functions.6 (Attachment
D, pp. 14-15)
Commenting to
regarding him having all the “hot girls” in his lab.
(Attachments D, p. 16; & O, p. 2)

Additionally, despite Dr. Gilbert’s denial (or inability to recall), based on witness statements
and/or supporting documentation, this investigation finds that it is more likely than not that
Dr. Gilbert:
•
•

•
•
•

Was told by
to, “Just watch you don’t’ get MeToo’d.” Inferring that Dr.
Gilbert’s actions could have such consequences. (Attachment G, p. 3)
Invited
canoeing and to coffee in order to get to know each other better,
in a manner that seems beyond academic purposes. Acknowledging that
might find it “weird” and have reservations about going. (Attachments R, p. 4; & F, p.
2)
Joked, in a sexual manner, about the name of his sailboat being “Blow Me.”
(Attachment C, p. 2)
Made a sexual joke to
, while trying to do a task on the sailboat, about
having “trouble finding the clit.” (Attachment I, p. 2)
Tried to “help out the single guys” by ogling and talking to women in an adjacent car,
during a carpooling ride to a meeting. (Attachment L, p. 2)

While
is not an active/current participant in Dr. Gilbert’s lab as either a student or employee, she
is an undergraduate student and was attending the lab-related holiday party as a guest of another lab student.
This investigation finds it reasonable to infer that, although not an actual conflict of interest, it would have been
perceived as such by the other lab members and contributed to their questioning of Dr. Gilbert’s actions towards
themselves.
6
While this slang phrase can mean to ‘lose all your money,’ it also means to ‘ejaculate.’ The latter was how lab
members understood it as being used. (Attachment I, p. 2)
5
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After flirting with a bartender, during a faculty candidate dinner, Dr. Gilbert
commented that, “I’m married but it doesn’t mean I can’t get my horn dog on.”
(Attachment L, pp. 3-4)
Commented that the lab “has a nice view” regarding being able to see the female
volleyball players. (Attachment I, pp. 1-2)

Based on the preponderance of the information, this investigation finds that Dr. Gilbert’s
gendered, sexualized, and invasive behaviors were severe and pervasive; thus, resulting in an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive academic/work environment based on a reasonable person
standard.
Allegation of Hostile Academic/Work Environment (National Origin): Unsubstantiated
This investigation found, based on the preponderance of the information, that it was more
likely than not that Dr. Gilbert engaged in behavior that was ethnically insensitive and
subjectively offensive; however, there was no evidence of discriminatory animus based on a
reasonable person standard. As such, the actions did not rise to the level of a hostile
academic and work environment.
Specifically, Dr. Gilbert admitted to sending
, who identifies as Hispanic, articles
about the crisis in Venezuela, and to suggesting that
, based on being Cuban and
struggling with her self-confidence, read-up on power distance relationships. (Attachment D,
pp. 18-19) Dr. Gilbert denied all other ethnically motivated discriminatory behavior.
(Attachment D, pp. 17-20)
Based on the preponderance of the information, this investigation finds that Dr. Gilbert was
insensitive in his lack of consideration for
personal experience and the impact
his perceived macabre interest would have on her. (See Attachments M & S) Nor did he take
into consideration that it might be offensive to equate, what might have been justifiable
criticism regarding
’ self-confidence, to her ethnicity.
However, the
preponderance of the information does not support that Dr. Gilbert made ethnically targeted
comments or jokes nor that he would have reasonably know how triggered
would be by his attention. Additionally,
indicated that once Dr. Gilbert was asked
to stop, he complied.
V. CONCLUSION
A prompt, thorough, and impartial internal investigation of this sexual misconduct and
discrimination complaint was conducted by EOC Investigator, Amber Wagner. The
investigation began on 2/12/2020 and concluded on 4/1/2020. Based on the preponderance
of the information, the allegations that Dr. Gilbert acted in violation of the University’s Sex
Discrimination and Sexual Misconduct Policy and Equal Opportunity, Non-Discrimination, and
Non-Retaliation Policy are substantiated in-part (sexual misconduct) and unsubstantiated inpart (national origin discrimination).
VI. REFERRALS
The preponderance of the information in this case does establish that Dr. Gilbert violated the
University’s Sex Discrimination and Sexual Misconduct Policy. This matter is referred to the
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Office of Human Resources’ Faculty Relations section and Sam Huckaba, Dean of the College
of Arts & Science, for consideration of any appropriate training and/or other corrective
action. Rebecca Person, Associate Director of Faculty Relations, will contact the appropriate
administrators to discuss any appropriate action.
Completed by:

Approved by:

Amber M. Wagner
EOC Compliance Investigator &
ADA Coordinator
Equal Opportunity and Compliance

Michelle Brown Douglas
Director, Equal Opportunity and Compliance

This document is confidential and subject to FERPA and Section 1012.91, F.S. Do not forward
without consulting EOC. All public records requests must be routed to EOC or the Office of
General Counsel for review and response.
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1/9/2020 Email, Subject: a funny dream

2020-05

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amber Wagner
Fwd: a funny dream
Friday, January 10, 2020 12:40:03 PM

Begin forwarded message:
From: David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
Date: January 9, 2020 at 6:59:39 AM EST
To:
<
@neuro.fsu.edu>,
<
@bio.fsu.edu>
Subject: a funny dream


Hey

,

You were in my dream last night - I am cc-ing
cuz it was kind of intense
and I don’t want you guys to mis-interpret - but it is really funny and you both
will laugh.
So - you,
, hooked me up with a girl who you thought would like me, that
person was no one that I’ve ever met, but she was really hot!! Thanks!! Somehow
(this is a dream) all three of us ended up in my bedroom. She and I then ended up
naked under the bedsheets but you were all busy cleaning my room. I think you
finally figured out what we were doing under the bedsheets and left and closed the
door, which then became an incredibly awesome dream the details of which I will
refrain from describing….until… you barged into my room in full
style,
wondering why we weren’t done yet and that you hadn’t finished cleaning the
room and why did we leave the television on so loud when we are not watching it.
Of course, you wrecked a wet dream and I woke up!!! Shit
!!!
Anyhow - I hope that the first part comes true someday and that you appreciate
that i am not some 20-something who is done in 30 minutes and you will just
leave us alone for a couple of hours at least - us “mature" guys like to work
slowly - take our time and savor every minute!!!!
Sincerely,
Dave
*****************************************************
Dr. David M. Gilbert (he/him/his)
J. Herbert Taylor Distinguished Professor of Molecular Biology
Department of Biological Science
319 Stadium Drive
Florida State University

Tallahassee, FL 32306-4295
Phone: 850-645-7583
Fax: 850-645-8447
Email: gilbert@bio.fsu.edu
Lab page: http://gilbertlab.bio.fsu.edu/
ReplicationDomain Database: http://www.replicationdomain.org
*****************************************************

ATTACHMENT B

1/31/2020 Email Chain, Subject: Formal Investigation

2020-05

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Amber Wagner
Michelle Douglas
Re: Formal Investigation
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:17:39 PM

Hi Amber,
Here is some information:
Faculty
Member in
Department

PhD

Attended a meeting with Dr.
Gilbert where he made
inappropriate comments about
a college campus - after the
meeting told
she felt like she needed
to showe
Witnessed Dr. Gilbert make
inappropriate comments to
interviewee (
)
interested in the graduate
program at Dr. Beth Stroupe's
house during recruitment

,
PhD

,
PhD

Faculty
Member in
Department

Dr. Gilbert asked
in front of
lab
“How do you get all the hot
undergrads”
was
Present

Faculty
Member in
College of
Medicine

At a graduation celebration at
Dr. Lisa Lyons home, Dr.
Gilbert made a butt plug joke
about a wine stopper in front of
,
(
Graduate Student),
and Lisa Lyons.
expressed her discomfort to
, a graduate
student in the College of
Medicine.
said she did
not feel comfortable coming
forward after the Gregg
Stanwood investigation.
was approached by
about reporting and she
said she could not as Dr.

Gilbert is her friend and she
would speak to his sister.

,
PhD

Current
Graduate
Student

Asked Dr. Gilbert a question
about class (she was his
student in Fall 2019). He
responded and included
pictures from his trip to japan
saying he thought she would
like them.

Former
Graduate
Student

Received late night text
messages

-------------------------------------(She/Her/Hers)
Graduate Student
Lab
Cell and Molecular Biology
Department of Biology
Florida State University
@bio.fsu.edu

On Jan 31, 2020, at 4:30 PM, Amber Wagner <AMWagner@admin.fsu.edu>
wrote:
,
As discussed, in order to expand the scope of the investigation, please send me
(to the extent that you know) the names of other affected individuals and
whatever details you have about each of their experiences. Don’t hesitate to
reach out to discuss this further, if needed.
Sincerely,

Amber M. Wagner

EOC Compliance Investigator & ADA Coordinator
Office of Equal Opportunity & Compliance
Human Resources
Florida State University
A6200 University Center
T: 850/645-1458
F: 850/645-9504
http://compliance.hr.fsu.edu/

From: Michelle Douglas <mbdouglas@fsu.edu>
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 12:18 PM
@bio.fsu.edu>
To:

Cc: Amber Wagner <AMWagner@admin.fsu.edu>
Subject: RE: Formal Investigation
Hi
,
By this e-mail I am confirming receipt of your decision to move forward formally with
your concern. I have copied Amber Wagner, EOC Compliance Investigator, with whom
you have been working. She will be in contact regarding next steps and to receive any
additional information that you may want to provide.
Sincerely,
Michelle
Michelle Brown Douglas
Director, Organizational Development & Equal Opportunity Compliance
Office of Human Resources/Florida State University
A6200 University Center, Tallahassee Florida 32306
Phone: 850-644-7950
Fax: 850-645-4670
www.hr.fsu.edu
FSU is An Equal Opportunity/Access/Affirmative Action/Pro Disabled & Veteran
Employer. FSU’s Equal Opportunity Statement can be viewed at:
http://www.hr.fsu.edu/PDF/Publications/diversity/EEO_Statement.pdf

-----Original Message----@bio.fsu.edu>
From:
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 12:14 PM
To: Michelle Douglas <mbdouglas@fsu.edu>
Subject: Formal Investigation
Hello Ms. Michelle Douglas,
We recently spoke over the phone. Per our conversation, I would like to move forward
with a formal investigation regarding the email Dr. David Gilbert sent me.
Please let me know if you need any other additional information.
Best,
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Date: 2/12/2020
Start Time: 2:30 p.m.
Name:
Position: Graduate Student
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am a Graduate Student in the department of Biological Sciences. I am pursuing my Doctorate
degree. I’ve been at FSU since 2012 as an undergrad. I began my graduate work in 2016 with my
masters. Didn’t finish my masters because I chose to switch to the PHD program. I’ll probably
be here another five years.
Who is your major professor?
.
How do you know David Gilbert?
He is a prominent faculty member. Before my boyfriend joined his lab, I was close with several
people in that lab. One was my roommate for two years.
What is his position? How long?
Tenured faculty. He’s an endowed professor. High profile. He has great papers published. Very
well known.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
Every member CMB faculty member is a potential mentor. Every CMB faculty member also
reviews the performance of ever CMB graduate student. Dave is a CMB faculty member and I
am a CMB graduate student, so he is one of the individuals who reviews me performance in the
program.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
Before all this happened…he tended to be very social with graduate students. He was very
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talkative to me, usually basic interactions, sometimes slightly more involved. I had an instinct to
be weary. Especially with younger women. I was usually invited to celebratory events at his
place, going away parties, holiday parties, etc. He would invite me to his boat and I never agreed.
He would come to grad student happy hour. I’m unsure if you know of his son Justin who passed
away. He used to bring him to a lot of things. I think he thought it would be good for Justin to
interact with the students. I kind of sympathized but thought it was inappropriate. He brought
Justin to my house one time. David has been to my house before.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
Yes. He would often text me for things that were not work related. Sometimes he would text
me to see if my roommate or my boyfriend was awake. Sometimes over the weekend or at night
he texted me once a thunderstorm that was going on at 7:00 pm. It kind of felt like…I don’t
remember what the text said but it was 7 at night and he tried to continue the conversation.
We were at the Wilbury once, that’s usually where we went for grad student happy hour at the
time. This was not for that specifically, it was a celebration for his lab because they published a
in good journal. He didn’t directly ask me but there was the idea that maybe I would be able to
draw some cover art to submit to the journal for the front cover and I didn’t do it because I have
a lot on my plate and he said to me in front of one of his grad students…
…”you can’t
make art because you are art.”
He would invite me on his boat and that one I would maybe…he also invited men on his boat…he
never specified if anyone else would go when he did ask me. It’s my understanding that when
he went out it would be more than one grad student. Regardless, I did not want to be in the
middle of the of the ocean in a bathing suit with him. He had pool parties at his house, and I
didn’t go because I didn’t feel comfortable being in my bathing suit around him.
He planned it, from my understanding, as a romantic getaway for him and his wife in Japan. There
might have been work involved but there definitely was a romantic getaway component to it.
When his wife was no longer attending, he invited me. It was presented in a joking manner, but
it still required a response. It didn’t feel like a rhetorical question. I later came to find out he
invited another woman. I have not heard of him inviting any men.
He once asked me if I could be his “lovely assistant” to hand off his guitar to him during
thesis defense. I suggested that he asked
. I’m unsure if he did or didn’t. I believe a
young woman ended up handing the guitar.
My father recently purchased a boat and hadn’t named it yet. I wanted to get my father a gift
card to a company that would make a vinyl. I asked Dave in the hall if he knew of a company that
did vinyls for boats. He said he didn’t have a vinyl but might be able to help me. He was going
to forward me an email thread with the company information. He asked me to follow him into
his office. While he was looking for the email there was an attempt for small talk. He asked me
if I knew what the name of his boat was. I said no. He said its “Blow Me.” He said it was because
it’s a sailboat.
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I can’t remember at this time any other specific behavior or comment that was sexual or
gendered in nature that he made towards me.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
I can’t remember at the moment any of those. I do remember where…he came to my house for
a grad student tail gate and I’m 99% sure that he texted
because we were still roommates
and
was his direct subordinate and he asked if there was a tailgate and
said yeah.
He brought his son and there were four young women and they were in a circle and Dave was
speaking to all of them and I remember I didn’t want to be part of the conversation because I
was not interested at the time but I did choose to stand next to the circle but with my back to it
to hear because I was concerned he might say something or make them feel uncomfortable. I
just wanted to be able to intervene if I could. I didn’t need to intervene. They were all students
that were taking his class. I think they could have been talking about class material. I don’t know.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
, she is a faculty member in the department. There were two instances that
were brought to my attention one in which she was at a meeting with Dave,
and
other faculty and from my understanding a specific university came up and Dave was making
comments about the women on that campus. This is what I understood, I wasn’t there. It made
so uncomfortable after they left the conference room, she made a comment to
about how she needed to shower because she was disgusted by Dave’s comments. The second
one which concerns me a lot is it’s my understanding
also witnessed Dave making sexually
charged comments towards an interviewing student who I believe was
and she put that
her primary lab of interest was Dave’s lab. I do know that
is not a student here. She went
to another University instead.
was a Latina, a single mom, and in the military. I don’t
know what Dave’s comments to her were. I am unaware why
chose not to attend FSU. I
don’t know if that had anything to do with her decision. You’d have to verify through
that
it was
.
- He’s a faculty in the department and in a similar field as Gilbert and I had learned
in December 2019 that Dr. Gilbert made the comment to him “how do you get all the hot
undergrads.” I later learned that comment was said in front of
to
in the
hallway in front of the labs.
might know other things but that’s all I am aware of that
he knows about.
- She’s a faculty in the College of Medicine and I heard about this, but I didn’t
realize
was there. Lisa Lyons is a faculty in our department they overlap a lot because
of their model organisms and when one of Lisa’s students graduated and she had a party at her
place and there was a wine bottle with a stopper in it and Dave made a comment without
specifically saying but he said, “is that where you keep it” inferring it was a tampon or butt plug.
I don’t know what
reaction was, but I know she was not a fan because she made that
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known to another student who is not in her lab. In the College of Medicine, there are two labs
in one giant space and she went to a student from a different lab to tell them how she felt.
told
that she was uncomfortable.
was there and
heard the comment. She was very uncomfortable and was asked by
to bring it to
someone’s attention but did not feel comfortable doing so.
told
that she
wouldn’t report Dave because he was her friend and she would talk to his sister instead.
- She is a second-year student and took a course with Dave. In the grand scheme
of things, I know this doesn’t seem like a big deal but from my experiences it seems Dave builds
up. She sent an email to Dave regarding from what I understand a question about the class
because he was her professor. He was not in town and there was a sub... probably
because she subs for him a lot. He answered the question but attached pictures of Japan where
he was at the time saying I think you would appreciate these. She said it was strange to her at
the time. It’s not a typical professor interaction. She didn’t say the nature of the pictures…I have
a feeling it was nature or flowers. It was random and weird.
- She recently graduated and was a student in
’ lab. She’s
currently in Italy. She said she got a lot of text messages from him where they were not work
related and would be in the middle of the night and she did not feel like responding to him. It
was more social personal…not work related. She has a Mandela tattoo in the center of her upper
back between her shoulder blades and he was tracing her tattoo while she was wearing a tank
top. He didn’t ask to touch her before he did it. He physically touched her. He didn’t ask her any
questions about it.
– She’s a grad student seeking a PHD in Kay Jones’ lab which is also in Biology.
She has an email where he said she should wear more mesh now that she’s in Florida, which she
thought was weird. During interview week when she was first interviewing to join FSU Dave told
her that she should wear less make up and flats because that’s how he likes his women.
- She graduated and is now working as a Post Doc at NIH and she did not share much
with me. She told me that she threatened him with a restraining order about five years ago and
he contacts her at a pretty frequent rate. I would like to say once every two months and she
never responds and it’s been that way for the past five years and the only reason is that she
hasn’t blocked him because she is worried, he will be in town and she just wants to know when
he will be in town so she could be on the look-out. She’s blocked him on social media. From
what I know she’s never responded to him in the past five years and he continues to text her. I
don’t know why she threatened him with the restraining order. She still hurts from whatever
happened. It makes me upset for her.
I know there are undergrads and stuff has happened. This information was provided to me by
and there is a former undergrad…she was Dave’s undergrad and it seems…Dave
has holiday parties and it’s typical of a professor to do that but Dave pushes Tequila at a lot of
those parties and that by itself is uncomfortable. I don’t drink at those parties, but I see how it
could be difficult for someone to say no. He makes a game out of it…if you guess your secret
Santa you don’t have to drink but if you don’t you have to drink.
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Undergrad– She got a text after the party from Dave but something to the
effect of “come back”. I just heard that it was “come back”.
I’ve since learned that

was kissed on the neck at a holiday party in Dec 2018.

says she’s also been sexually harassed by Dave.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
No. I do that anxious laugh but haven’t said anything. The boat comment I would just laugh and
say no it’s ok. He made a comment about my size…he said I should go on the boat because I’m
small…petite. I know his boat is small, but it made me uncomfortable because clearly, he has
evaluated my shape…size. He did make a comment following…
who is a large Greek man
and that he takes too much room on the boat. His comment just made me wonder why he had
to make that comment.
What impact have these incidents had on you?
One is my concern for other women and his interactions with them. I was living normal again
spending time worrying about other women and awkward giggles. After the email it’s been very
difficult. My range of motion has been limited trying to avoid him. I ask
if he knows when
he will be in town and when he won’t be. If he’s in town I won’t go to my office. I worry about
finding him in the stairwell or parking lot. I’ve seen him in the parking garage and I felt less
nervous because I was meeting
. Normally it wouldn’t have initiated a flight or fight emotion
but that time it did. I have had nightmares where he has physically and financially attacked me,
nightmares where he sued me. I would like to say that he would be on his best behavior and I
would be less likely to have an incident with him since he’s been put on notice, but I would also
like to say that he’s had training and never should have sent that email. I am hesitant to say no
that he is not a threat. It’s not a purely physical threat…but a financial threat…can he sue me for
something like this. Which I hope not.
What remedy are you seeking?
I naïvely thought it was just me and then I saw faculty not reporting things that should have been
reported. In my opinion it’s a systemic issue, so not only do I think there needs to be corrective
action against Dave but there was fault in the department. I know there is no guarantee but if
he had been put on notice for prior things, this might not have happened. I feel like…the
department needs some TLC on the matter. And better interactions with supporting victims from
the department. I have not progressed at all in the last thirty days in my PHD, so it’s been…I’ve
been TA’ing, but I haven’t progressed at all work wise for my degree so…that hurts.
Is there anyone who you believe we should speak to regarding this matter?
has witnessed some things. The women in his lab…not necessarily just the
current women. I worry about
, a former undergrad. She was in the lab for less
than a year in 2017 and she still maintains interactions with him and he does with her. He dog
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sits her dog on occasion and fo example she hasn't been with the ab since 2017 but she was stil
present at his 2019 1ab holiday party which truck me as od. She's very kind and I worry abaut
kind women.
- She was a former graduate student. She was in the Tang lab.
She was also a very kind young woman.

Is there anything you would like to share that | have not asked you?
Not at this moment.
By signing this document, | am confirming that | have been given the opportunity to review

these notes; that the contents reflect, to the best of my knowledge, an accurate description of
the incident(s) or subjects described; and that | have given these statements in good faith.
Acknowledged by: _

Date: 02/28/ 202(

Notes Prepared by: ) NCAA R A Date: O-/ KJ3D

Shannon Byrum
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Date: 1/15/2020
Start Time: 4:15 p.m.
Name: David Gilbert
Position: Professor
EEID: 000068100
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner; Rebecca Peterson
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (Victim Advocate, EAP, UCC)
What is your current position at FSU? How long have you been at FSU?
JH Taylor Distinguished Professor of Molecular Biology. I am a full Professor. I have been
employed since 2006.
Do you currently teach classes or have other student involvement?
I am teaching a course this semester, Genetics in Society. I am a faculty advisor for PhD
candidates and serve on PhD committees. I have 5 PhD students in my lab that I directly
mentor and I serve as the chair of their PhD committees. I have at least six others that I serve
on the committee.
Do you acknowledge that you hold institutional authority over employees and students
within the your department?
I am not sure of the definition of that, but the students that are in my lab I have a lot of
authority over.
Have you attended the University’s Sexual Misconduct training? Online or in person?
I remember having to do one recently, maybe online.
How does the University’s Sex Discrimination and Sexual Misconduct policy (or your general
knowledge about anti-harassment) impact/inform you as an FSU employee?
I suppose the most accurate or honest way to answer that is that I assume I am a good person
and I am not participating in that sort of behavior. We know from diversity training that there
are implicit biases and it can be dangerous to assume those things. I believe its an important
part of my role here at FSU.
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Has an employee or student ever told, or otherwise indicated to you, that you have said or
done something to make them feel uncomfortable? If so, what happened and when? What
was the outcome?
No. I think the person that we are talking about now,
, I was actually told by her
boyfriend, who actually received the same email, that it made
uncomfortable, but he
knew I didn’t mean anything by it. I said I was sorry about that and I reiterated why I thought it
was funny, and he said he understood. I am pretty straightforward with my students and he
said she was really offended. I think he would tell me the truth if he was offended, we have
open communication. I told him to tell her I was very sorry and later I texted her an apology.
How do you know

?

She is a graduate student in our program. I have never had any professional affiliation with her
and she’s never been in my lab or class. She’s friends with everyone in my lab, she comes over
a lot and she’s become part of the lab family. She’s been to the Christmas party at least three
times at my house. The only real interaction I have with her is social interaction. I’ve been
thinking a lot since I received your email about whether or not I should even have been friends
with graduate students. I was married for 31 years and it’s only been 18 months that I’ve been
single. I really don’t have any friends except postdocs and graduate students so that’s
obviously something I need to reevaluate. In another context, I would say
is a friend of
mine. So the question is, should you be friends with students, should their gender or sexual
preference matter?
How do you know

?

was in a different laboratory. I actually met him playing basketball. Should I play
basketball with students? That may be okay.
has been
boyfriend since I met
them. A year or two ago, his father passed away and that was a big deal for him and he wanted
to take some time. He folded on his PhD and took a Master’s and left the department. During
that time,
was the roommate with one of my graduate students and I saw her a lot at
events that were related to events with students. Then
wanted to come back and the
department couldn’t readmit him back to continue towards his PhD. So, he had to reapply and
so he applied to my area and then chose to come to my lab. As of January 6th, he is my
graduate student. PhDs usually takes 5-6 years but I expect him to move faster than a typical
graduate student.
Did you send an email “Subject: a funny dream” to
(showed email)

and

on 1/9/2020?

For the record, I did send this email.
What were your intentions?
I wasn’t really thinking. It was one of those dreams you have right before you wake up and it
was very vivid in your mind and very detailed. For me, I literally woke up laughing and in my
head I thought I had to tell
about this dream. So, I was drinking my coffee, and I wrote
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the email. It did go through my head, she’s a female graduate student, but that’s why I copied
so he knew there wasn’t any bad intention. There are certain people I would not send an
email like that too, but I frequently joke around with
. Jokes revolve around lots of
different topics.
Have you ever sent a similar email or had a conversation with either of them about sex
before?
I don’t remember specifically, but if we were at a party and joking, it wouldn’t be memorable to
talk about sex. It’s not completely uncommon to talk about sex. In the dream, she’s the
antagonist, and I’ve never had any feelings for her in that way, so I really did not think it would
make her uncomfortable. I honestly just thought it was funny and if you knew
personality, it would make sense because she’s always cleaning. I thought they would laugh
about it and probably send it to other graduate students. I guess the difference I am struggling
with is where is the line between my friends in Port St. Joe and my friends here at work, which
are mostly graduate students. Right now, I have issues with loneliness, after going through the
divorce and then in November, my son committed suicide. If I had to do it over, I wouldn’t send
the email.
What made you think such an email would be appropriate or welcome?
Although
is not an employee, she is a student in the department.
is my student and
employee. In the moment, I didn’t think of
or
as anything more than friends, and I
wasn’t thinking of
as my graduate student. Obviously, I need to look into getting friends
that I can share these things with, not graduate students.
Now that we have drawn attention to the faculty/student relationship, do you feel your
behavior was appropriate for an employee in a leadership position and representative of the
University?
In looking at it from that perspective, I don’t think it’s appropriate or welcome. It makes me
reconsider and reevaluate a lot of things. Students come on my boat with me, beer comes out,
is that okay? That’s what I need to evaluate. Another example, students sometimes smoke
marijuana in front of me, so that’s probably not something I can allow even in a social setting. I
need to really just reevaluate this. I’ve had students consider me as a friend and I really need to
figure out where the line needs to be drawn between my life and my work life. I really wouldn’t
even want to offend a friend that I only know as a friendship and not through work, so I think I
have a lot to think about. My first reaction when
told me that it crossed a line I felt
immediate remorse.
Is there anything you would like to share that I have not asked you?
I think
did the right thing procedurally, she went to the Chair, and that was the right way
to handle it. She also did the right thing in that this is forcing me to think about these things.
I’ve been powering through these last 18 months and burying myself in work. My students are
doing great and my work is going great, but obviously being divorced after 31 years has an
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&$)*!%*&*0//#./-$'$/4*!/#$-(./*-;;;0//#/*.)=/.*0))4/#$)"
'$&(;
(-7 -((-(*-*0//#$.$-(./*-; 2.2$/#
2#*.0""./2
./*+0.$/2.0)0.0';$-./8/#-2-)*>'*)2*()?2*-&$)"/#-8.*/#/
(*)./-/./#//#$.$.$./*-/#-.4/#/ *)*/'$1(!-*(
;#
+'2./$)4)(+/482$/#/$)4*0)/-%0./$")*0"#!*-*)"$-'D)*/'*)E
2#* .-1 0.;  * -((-  ( .*( !'$++)/ *(()/ *0/ #*2 -$ /#
/(*.+#-2.;
• ,$
(.-!+"'#.+"' +8!+,)('5;"-:,'(- +-5"-:,
,0(%%''-!+("' 8<(.&,1.%#($5,2"' 5;-!-:,'(. !5-!-:,
"'))+()+"-8<
*;
(-7#$.*.)*/+/0-#*2(+#/$''4 .$>*?/*/#$.,0./$*);
• 1-

50!"%,!0,"'' %'5-!-2(.;&",,!+,&"%"'-!%8<

#/=.+*..$';#/($"#/.*(/#$)" 2*0'.4;*2 &)*2)1-/*.4/#$)".
'$&/#/;
(-7 -((-/#*)/3/)*2B
$.0((-.#**'$))"'))2."*)
!-*(/#'''.0((-; /#$)&$/$../#/2))*/.4.*(/#$)"'$&/#$.!*-!-*!
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*!!)$)"; #$. $. /# &$) *! /#$)"  2*0' '.* .4 /*
*) *! (4 ('
"-0/./0)/.2#*'.*'$"#/).0+/#-**(2#)#$.-*0);
• "%&
0"-!(.-)+&",,"('('2(.+'0(-&+5,)""%%2
--"' %(,>.),(5!"+5-8%-"&-%25,!!-(+."'!+1-+-"('
1)+"&'-"'(++-(-%%2(.5;'(5(':-"%&&8<
*8 *)=/1)#1(-; *)=/0)-./)/#/,0./$*)/'';#-2.
-+*-/- 2#* ( ) $  ./*-4 *) *0- ' ) # *) *! /#*. (-.8 0/ 
2*0')=/#1)-*-$)"0.$/2./#-+*-/-=.(-;
#)4*0.4/#"4-*.*+$(-8 1"0'4-((-/#-2.-+*-/-/#/(
$)/**0-'2$/#/#$.(-; *)=/-((-/#-./80/$/($"#/'$&(/*.48
>#4'**&//#$.?2#).*(*)2'&$)80/$/2.)=/-*-$)"; /2.)=/(4(-;
/2*0''$&(/*'**&/.*()2/*4)#$'$.#2$/#$/</#/2*0''$&
(;
• &"%2(.+% +(.)+ +"' 0!(0+(-;($<('+" "'& '-"%--+5
'"' "-0"-!5;  .,,-!-:,,(&-!"' -!-:,/"%%"'&2!(.,",(&('0+
-(,$.-'(-"'&2+" 8<
 *0+' *! 4. !/- /#/ .( DLJKRE +-/4 4*0 -!-- /*8  #++) /* )*/$
.*(*)2-*/>*&?$)(")/$'//-.*)(4!-$"**-;/!$-./ 2.+-//4)"-4
*0/$/0.)4*)*0'#1.)/#/.* $(($/'4($'/#'.&$)"
2#*$/#$.)/#).*(*4-.+*).4$)"8>2''8$/($"#/#1)(?)(4
/#*0"#/2./#/ .#*0')=/(&$"'*0/$/).* (%*&*0/$/$)./;
*0&)*2.*(/#$)"'$&<?/#-($"#/+-/4/(4#*0.0/$/=.)*/$)/#!-$";?
/2.!0))424/*!0.$/< 2.)"-48)$/2.)=/**'0/2#/( .0++*.
/**7
#.-/#$)"./#/2$''(*./!$)$/'4)*/#++)"$);
(-7 )-/-*.+/8 2.-$"#//*+-/0-4.*(*).+''$)">*&?*)(4!-$"8
0/8 .#*0')*/#1-/$)&)%-&24)/#)/-4/*$!!0.$/2$/#%*&0/
-/#-8 .#*0'#13+'$)/#/$/2.0+.//$)")/*+'.)*/*/#$.&$)*!/#$)"
$)(4#*("$)0.)4*)8$)'0$)"(4&$.8*/#-!($'4*-1$.$/*-.8*0'#1
.)$/;
•

&"%2(.+ +"' !+"((+-!0,"-5,$"' (+2(.+()"'"('8
!',!,"-!-2(.+,. ,-"(',(':-,(.'%"$!+-%%52(.+,)('5;" 
,"0!- +%%2-!(. !- 0(.% -"+(+,1.%!+,,&'-8<
 *)=/ -((- /# *)/3/ *! /#/;   2*0' #1 /* . /# *)/3/ *! /#/ /*
-((-</*/0''4.4/#/ .$/#*.3/2*-.; )/#-$"#/*)/3/$/($"#/
.*(&$)*!%*&80/ 2*0'#1/*.$/<
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(-7 2)/&)!*0)/#$.($'./-$)";#,0*//$*)$.)*/3/'42#/ .$)
/#*)/3/2.//#)*!1-4'*)"($'./-$)"$)2#$#.#2..&$)"(!*-
1$./*2#//*2-$/*0/#-.'!;!/-.-$*0.).2-!-*((82#$#$)=/
.(/*./$.!4#-8 (/#$)".0+0.$/()*.).!*-(/*1$.2#//*
2-$/ *0/ #- #*$. ) $)/-./.; #$. "*/ $)-.$)"'4 .$''4 ) 2)/ )*2#-
*)./-0/$1.* !$)''4(%*&)/*'#-.#2.*)#-*2);

• ,$
'
5!5-( (('-+")-( )'0"-!2(."')%(
2(.+0"0!(2(.!,)+-+(&8
#/*.)=/(&.).; -((-.&$)"
/#/)$"#///#-2#)22-
.$//$)"/*"/#-)!'$-/$)"; *)*//''-((-.&$)"
/**(; *)=/&)*2
2#/ +*..$' *)/3/ /#/ *0' #1 +*..$'4 *0-- $);  #/ *.)=/ (& .).
0.
#.'24.)
"$-'!-$);
#/2.//#-$)$)//#/2$.0..!*-; 2.%0./(4*)2&.$)"'8
$)/##*0.'*)8)2.$/*)!0.*0/2#- 2.;#$.$.3/'42#/ /*'
<2#)  +*'*"$5 /* #-  .$8 >  ( !-.#'4 .$)"' ) /# './ /$(  2.
.$)"'8 2.4*0-") #1)=/!$"0-*0/#*2/*#)'/#/;?
*)=/&)*22#/ 2*0'#1*)$!.#.$4./*"*$)"/* +); $)=//#$)&$/
/#-*0"#) $)=/3+/)4/#$)"!-*($/-''4;*0')=/$/!'//-$)"$.2#/ 
/#*0"#/< .0++*.;
--!--"&0!-0,

,,("-"('0"-!2(.+%(+2(.4

#(4#1) 0)-"-0///#//$(;#$.2.,0$/2#$'"*<0"0./
LJKR /#$)&7
(-7 2)//*-(+#.$5/#/ #%0./.+'$/0+2$/#(42$!/#2&!*-;#
.*)/$&/2.$)#-)()$/2.#-./*3#)"!*-1*0#-82#$#.#$8
.* *0')*/#1"$1)$/24;)4/''$)")4*)> 4 #1)3/-/$&//* +)8
2))*(7?2*0'%*&; *)=/)4.4$)"$//*
/#/)$"#/0/ 2*0'
#1).#*&$!.#.$4.) 2*0'#1#/*3+'$)/*#-/#/ 2.&$$)"
0. $)=/-''4#1)3/-/$&/;
• (%
5"'+%-"('-(!++0"' (/++-(+).%"-"('5;(.':-&$+-
.,2(.++-8<
*)=/-((-/#/;
(-7'/#*0"# *)=/-((-/#$.8$!.*(*)2.-..0+1-4-/.48 2*0'
-/$)'4/#$)&/''$)"/#(/#//#4-+$*!-/2*0')$*(+'()/8.*
/#$.$.$)(42#'#*0.; (2*-&$)"2$/#*/#)/#-+$.//*$.0..#*2 )
"///-/&)*2$)"2#)*(+'()/*-%*&($"#/($.A$)/-+-/;($./&
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(&$./#/ "*$)/*1-4)*0)/-2$/#/#..0(+/$*)/#/+*+'0)-./)(4
.). *! #0(*- ) /-0./ /#/ (4 $)/)/$*). - !-$)'4 ) .0++*-/$1; #$. 2#*'
3+-$)$.,0$/+$)!0'/*/#$)&/#/+*+'8.+$''4/#*. /#*0"#/2-!-$).8
2*0')*//-0./(4$)/)/$*).;
• ,+"

,;.-".%5<+%-"' !+-(+$!+-+(+,(&-!"' ,"&"%+8

*)=/-((-/#/;-/$)'482*0')=/#1()/)4/#$)"4$/; $& .$8 #1
'24.&)*2)
.
"$-'!-$)))4/#$)" 2*0'#1.$2*0'#1)
.*(/#$)"'$&8.#=.")0$)'4)$+-.*);
• ,$
.+"' 

",!0(.%2(.+;%(/%2,,",-'-<"'(++-(!'2(.2(.+ ."-+
-!,",',8

*)=/-((-.&$)"
0/ $.&*0+'*!+*+'; /2.&$)*!.&$/; /=.
/0''4''-*-; */#$)".!*-#!)..2#$# +-*'42*)=/*)4(*-;
(-7#1$*2.+*./*)**&4-*!..*-*)/##.$.*(($//2$/#
/#*(()/>*2/#$.$./#24/*$)/-*0#/#.$.!).;?
•

($0"-!,-.'-,(.--!"''.'(-!-",-!'&(2(.+,"%(-5;%(0&8<
#/$./#)(*!(4*/;4.$'*/$./#.$5*!)*)2$"#./2'1#0)-
+*0).) *0"#/$/0.(42$!*.)=/'$&*/./#//$+)$)(4+-1$*0.
#)$"#*-#**+-/4/(*.+#-/#/(/#)(0.$//**&'*/*!
2$)/*(*1(4*/;
(-7#./0)/.2#*&)*2/#)(*!(4*/''&)*2/#$../*-4)&)*22#4/#
*/#.$/.)(; 2*0')*/%*&2$/#./0)/.*0/'/-)/$1$))0)*.;

• (.!=-+
,$"' 8

'% ---(( ?"' '-+ ( $@ 0"-!(.-

*; *)=/'$1<!$-./*!'' 2*0')1-/*0#</*0#$)"$.!$)$/'4'&)2#$/
).*)*;
•

'/"-

'("' ?%('@8

.;  #- 2.  +-/()/ +-/4 ) 2 2- '' /'&$)" -*0)  (+!$- )
#/#$.+#$'*.*+#$'/&*)'$!/#/1-4/#$)"/#/2*$..'!$.#81)
2#) 2 - $)" '/-0$./$8 ) 2 #  '*)"<  #1  +#$'*.*+#4 "- )
) *)/$)0/*/3/*0//#//*+$!/-/#+-/4) $)1$/#-/*"*
)*$)"/*/'&(*-*0/$/; #)*-*()/$$)/)/$*).*0/"*$)")*$)")
!24.'/- .&
$!22-./$''"*$)").#.$8>*#8 $)=/&)*24*0
2-.-$*0.*0//#/9 )=/*$//#//$())2*$/)*/#-/$(7?
$) (*1*0/!-*((42$!8 '$1*),0-/-($'!-*(< '$1$)$)4) )
/&(4)**2)/#-)4/$()$/=.)$/#$)"/**0/)*/.*(0#2$/#*0/
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)4*/#-!-$).2#$#$.*)*!/#/#$)". #1/*2*-&*); "//$-*!)*$)"4
(4.'!.*2#).*(*).4.8>*#/#/.*0).)$? 2$''$)1$//#(;
#1/&)('./0)/..$'$)"))*$)";
• (%
'
?.'$'(0'%,-'&@50!(0+-!%,--0(,-.'-,-
2(.+!(.,(+)((%)+-25-(%/,(2(.'2(.+0"(.% -;'$"'-!
)((%8<
#4.; -((-/#/;42$!) 2-/0''4/-4$)"/*"//#(/*'1;#$.$.
2#)()(42$!2-./$''/*"/#-;/-$*/#-/#$)"./*"//#(/*'1)
2/#*0"#/$!2%0.//''/#(./-$"#/0+2#/2+'))8/#42*0'/#)'1;
/=.'- #1/*24(*--!0'2$/#2#/ .4;
(-7'.)*//#//#$.2.(42$!) 8+'*//$)"/*"/#-/*3/-//#$-//)/$*)
'*)" )*0"# /* "/ /#( /* '1  +-/4 /#/ 1-4*) '. # '*)" .$) '!/; 0-
./-/"42*-&8)
82#*-/*/#+-/48'!/2$/#
;
• -+(.%(+
"'2(.+%+%--(-0((-!+,-.'-,50!(0+
(.)%8(.-(%-! "+%+"'-!-
0,-+2"' -(,-%!+(2+"'8.,"' 
+"-&(' -!,-.'-,8
#/=. )*/ /-0 / '' 0/ *(+*))/. *! /#/ - /-0; 
#  '*)"A/-(
*4!-$)
<)=/-((-#$.'./)(;#'$12$/##$(!*-!*0-4-.)
2.!-.#'4)""; #(')!('"-./0)/.2#*2-'.**0+')
/#('"-./0)/*)!$$)(/#/
2.1-4!'$-//$*0.2$/##$()/#/
1)/0''4#$."$-'!-$)8/#*/#-"-./0)/8+0/#-!**/*2)).$8>/#$.#./*
./*+;?.-.0'/*!/#/
"1(4!('"-./0)/#-)""()/+-.)/
&)(*1#-.&/*/#*/#-.$*!/#0$'$)".*.#2*0')=/)-/#
!('"-./0)/;(*)".//#$.#*.
(/*(<) =("*$)"/*$)/-+-/
/#/.#(/*"/(4++-*1'<"/(*)#-.$<) .$/*#-8>/#24 .$/
4*0-)""/*(--$)
)
-*0+'.*(4?<) /-$
/*.4$/$)")/'248>4*0.#*0''4*!!?)
"*/3/-('4)"-42$/#()
/#/2./#)*!$/0.!/-.#"*/)"-42$/#(.#$)=//'&/*((0#
)4(*-;
$)=/++-*#)4*)*0//#$.; 2*0')*/2)//*$)1*'1$)'*1/-$)"'
/#$)";
2.1-4"**/"//$)"+*+'$)#-*-)-;#/=.*)*!#-/#$)".;
(-7*'-8 $)*/$)./$"/)4*!/#$.))1-&)2*0//#$.-0(*-/#/ 
.*(#*20./#$.-$!/0)/$')*2; 2.)*/(2-*!/#)/$-$)$)/0)/$'

#(*1#-.&/*/#*/#-.$*!/#0$'$)"8)*/.*(/#$)"/#/
*0'"*0))*/$;#) .&
2#/#++).#.$/#/.#)/*"/
!0-/#-24!-*(/#'*-2.'**&$)"!*-)2!-$).*-.*(/#$)"'$&/#//#/$)=/
(&.)./*(;0-$)"*)*)*)(/$)"2$/#
8 .&#$($!#&)22#4
(*1#-.&)#3+'$)2#/ .$*1;* *0')*/#1$)$/$/
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/#$./#$)"0. $)*/&)*2*0/$/0)/$'!/-$/#*0--;4./"0..8!/-
''/#.4-.8$./#/
$$/2.(*-*)1)$)//*'((!*-/#$./#)/*
/'' #- !$)  /# /-0/#; 0/ -/$)'4
 )
8 )*2 +*./A*. /   )
-&'48*0'*)!$-(2#/-''4#++)$!/#/1-*(.)..-4;
*'-$!42#/ ()/4>*)*!#-/#$)".?8
'$&/*/''+*+')*/.*0/
*/#-+*+')/#)/''/#(>*)=//'')4*)'./#/ /*'4*0/#$.?;)2#)
.#$/#/2$/#( .&#-)*//*/''(/#$)"./#/.#*.)=/2)/.#-;

/*'(##/#.(3+-$)8.* ..0(/#$.2.#$/*!#-.*-#->/#$)"?
/*()$+0'/.$/0/$*)./#$.24;
• !-
5)(,-> +.-"('5,(. !-=-!+-'2(.0"-!+,-+"'"' (+++ +"' 
(' ("' --&)-,-((&&.'"-0"-!!+(/+-!%,-F>G2+,8
 1"0'4 -((-
 .)$)" ( ) ($' /#/ 2. 1-4 )"-4<0/  *)=/
-((-/#/$'./#*0"#; #2.)"-48$)(4 *+$)$*)80. /**&(4"-
./0)/..$).#!'/'$&
2./-4$)"/*"/$)/2)#-)
'*.
-'/$*).#$+) .$2$/#(4"-0/./0)/.).#"*/1-4)"-4;
2.)*/(4"-./0)/; -(*1(4.'!!-*(#-$..-//$*)*(($//0-$)"
/#$./$(0./#$..$/0/$*)(()-1*0.;

(-7  2. ' /* !$) /# ($' 2#-  -(*1 (4.'! !-*( #- *(($//8
(*)./-/$)"/#/.#$)*/-(*1(;
• -,-.'-:,',5(&&'--!--!
",;+%%2 ((0"-!!",!',"'-!
%5.- (':-$'(0(.-,"(-!%<"'++"' ,1.%&'"' 8
/)/*<.4/#$)".< =(/-4$)"/*-((-<2#/ ($"#/#1.$$.>
.1-4"**
2$/##$.#).?<)/#) ($"#/#1+0.)/#*0"#//*(4.'!/#/$)=/*(
*0/-$"#/)/#).$8>$)/#'?<)*/-!--$)"/*)4/#$)"'.; /=.+*..$'/#/
/#/=./#&$)*!/#$)" *0'"/(4.'!$)/-*0'2$/#;
• !"%(',"%(-5
0,!/"' "".%-2 --"' -!+()-(-"%-
!"-!'2(.,$!"&"!!;-+(.%"'"' -!%"-8<
#/*.)=/.*0)'$&(; *)=/-((-/#/;
(-7 */ *)'4 *. /#$. )*/ .*0) '$& .*(/#$)"  2*0' .4 0/8
 $. "48 .* $/
*.)=/1)(&.)..%*&;#$.$.$/#-.1-'4$./*-/*-!-$/;
•

'%&-"' -%$"' (.-!(0)+(-"'.'-"(',52(.+++-(-!)+(-"',
"-:,;%(0"' "-,08<
(</#/=.,0$/+*..$'<$!+-*/$)*(+'/'40..0+''*!$/.)-"4$)-/$*)8
>'*2$)"$/=.2?($"#/.*(/#$)" 2*0'.4;
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(-7#4$./#$.$)/-+-/$))"/$1247#$.$.*((*)+#-.8()$)"2#)
.*(*)'*2.''/#$-(*)4"('$)"; "-20+$)*./*)B$./#$.2)"')
/#$)"7 *2*2+-$/2#).0#*((*)*-*'!.#$*)'$# .2$''*!!)7
• #($-(,-.'-,5+ +"' 0"',-())+5,2"' ;",-!-0!+2(.$)"-<
"'++"' ,1-(28
*)=/-((-/#$.</#/*.)=/.*0)'$&(;F(-/#)+-*(+/:>-!--$)"/*
0//+'0"?G *)=/&)*22#/0//+'0"$.#*)./'4/*/''4*0/#/-0/#;
(-7*#*)./8) !'$/$.$(+*-/)//*.4/#$.8 (+'4*!!)4.*(*!
/#. 0./$*).; # /#$)".  (4 #1 .$ 2- 2$/# "**8 %*&$)" *- .0++*-/$1
$)/)/$*).;#.$)!-).-$./*-/8*0/*!*)/3/8)$).*(..*(+'/'4
!-$/0./$*).;
• (&&'-(',-.'-,:)!2,"%,"3=,--.+5,)"%%2"'+%-"('-(-!"+"%"-2-(
"-('2(.+(-8+(.-)+,(':,))+'5,.!,!"+8
*)=/&)*2< #1)*$2#//#/().;
(-7$//*(4*(()/*1;
• !'
,$2(.(.-
)%',)(,-> +.-"('52(.+,)('5;!
0"%%)+(%2,-2"'%%!,,.,&'+%"$( ,9!: ("' -(,-20!+
! -,%"8<++"' -(
 "+%+"'0!(0,,-"%%"'-!!)+( +&8
*;
• .+"' )+(,)-"/,-.'-"'-+/"052(.-(%
,!,!(.%0+%,,
&$>.)'%-,.,-!-:,!(02(.%"$2(.+0(&'8
#)*;
(-74>*#)*? ())*242*0' 1-.4/#//*./0)/$))$)/-1$2*-$)
)4.$/0/$*);
o (.-!','-'&"%-(!+,'0%2)-,-.'-5-%%"' !+,!
;,!(.%0+&(+&,!5'(0-!-,!:,"'%(+"8<
*;   *)=/ &)*2</# *)'4 /#$)" =( /#$)&$)" $. /# .#$-/. 2$/# /# (.#
$).$</#/*.)*/.*0)'$&.*(/#$)" 2*0'.4/#*0"#;
(-7 #1.-#''($'.!-*((/*
B)*/1)'*.;#-$.
)*/#$)"0/.$)$)/#(8)*/1)%*&;#-*//$)(4'; #'+#-
!$)'2$/#+-*%/./#/2-'$")/*#-$)/-./.;##)$.#
2)//*+0-.0) )*0-"#-/*!*''*2#-$)./$)/.; '/#-0.(4
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'*-/*-4-.*0-.$)#-)3/-*//$*)$)/#/'/*.0++*-/#-$)/-./.;#$.
$.*(+'/!-$/$*);$)4*)1).&
7
• -++."-&'-/'-,52(.!/&(/#$-,?(+(-!+%(-!"' @(.-(-!02"'
(++-(,'&- ,5'=(+-(.!-!'&- 5%%0"-!(.-,$"' "+,-8
*; *0'.$! %0./*0')=/,0$/./#)(8(4 2*0''$!//#/"0+0/
2#/4*0=-.4$)"<)*; *)=/-((-)4*!/#$.; =(/-4$)"/*#4+*/#/$''4/#$)&
*0/2#/2*0'*).$./)/2$/#(4*2)#1$*-;
• -++."-&'-,("%5-(%&%'"-5;!+5!(%&2+8<!+0,
"'-+)-2
5,(-!,-.'-"'(-!/-(8
*'(4-70$/+*..$' 2."*$)"/*"/.*(/#$)"/*/) *)'4#1/2*
#). ) ) *) !- ) .& $!  ./0)/ )- ( 2*0' #*' $/ 2#$'  +0/
.*(/#$)"*)(4+'/; ./#-.*(/#$)"$)++-*+-$/*0//#/7
*)=/-((-/#/
• (($)+(,)-"/)(,-(-("''+-1"'+,-.+'-8
50!(0,-"' 
-(5,"5; %(/-"' -(,8<(.+,)('5;-!-:,"'))+()+"-<"&)%2"' ,!
0,-%$"' (.-(+%,18
-((-/#'0)#*-$))-<2#/1-$/2.; -((-/#-./0-)/0/)*//#
.+$!$$)$)/*-.4$)"/#/;
• ,1.%#($-(++."-(.-2(.'2(.+0""' ,0"' +,8
*;
(-7/#$.$.)*/+*..$'$))42*-'$))424;
• !''" (--0,&'-"('-&-"' 52(.&(&&'-%"$5;(!5
:&#.,--!"'$"' (.--!(,'" (-- "+%,<(+-!-2(..,-( ((/+-!+
0!'2(.0+"'(%% ;.,-! "+%,0+.-+8<
*)=/-((-/#$)$)/;#) 2.$)*''"/2$"*/*+-/$./
80/ *)=/&)*2/#*)/3/)*)=/-((-.4$)"/#/;
• ,$

5; (0","--!-2(.!/%%-!!(- "+%,"'2(.+%4<

*)=/&)*2$! .$3/'4/#/<*)=/-((-$/<)*/"*$)"/*.4< *0'#1.$
.*(/#$)"'$&/#/8 %0./*)=/-((-/#//'';
(-7 -((-+-$1/*)1-./$*)2$/#
$)/##''24)-/#()=.-**(
2#-22-*/#-(-&$)"*0/#$.#1$)"*)'42*()$)#$.';#-2.)**)
-*0)/*#1*1-#-*0-*)1-./$*);#$.#/*#1)'*)"/$("*; $)
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/#+./#1*.$*)''4#)''2*()/()#1)/#-0)/*!.$($'-
%*&.;
•

'/'5('-!02-(&-"' 50!"%,-())-%" !-52(.+(%%(0'2(.+
0"'(0-(-%$-(0(&'"''#'-+8(.-(%-!(-!+,"'-!/'2(.0+5
;-+2"' -(!%)-!,"' % .2,8<
*)=/-((-/#//'';

• !"%-"''+0"-!.%-2'"-52(.0+%"+-"' 0"-!-!+-'+8(.
-(%-!.%-2)+,'-5; :&&++".-"-(,':-&' ':- -&2!(+'>( ('8<
*8/#/=.)*/.*(/#$)" 2*0'.4;
• (&&'-5('&(+-!'('(,"('5-!--!%;!,'"/"05<'"' (
-! "+%,)%2"' /(%%2%%8
*)=/-((-/#/.+$!$''4<$/=.*(()/*),0$/*!/)2#)+*+'*($)
(4*!!$/#//#"$-'.=1*''4''/($.*0/.$(42$)*2; *)=/&)*2/#*)/3/8
0//#"$-'.=1*''4''-$.*0/.$(42$)*2
(-7 2$''.0-/*$.*0-"@.,0'#)4.0#*(()/.$)/#!0/0-;
• %$(0'-!!%%0"-!'(,!"+-('5!/"' #.,-(&+(&,!(0+"' 8
#-2./$(2#) !*-"*/(4.#$-/) .)0&0+.()4./$-2''.@*--$*-.. 
*0'/*"/$)(4*!!$/*"/.2/.#$-//#/#)".$)(4*!!$;#-$..#*2-$)
*0-0$'$)"))*2 0./#.#*2-$)/#"4(0/ 2*0'-"0'-'4.#*2-/#-)
-((-*)4 !*-"*/(4.#$-/) ##*$*!+0//$)".2/4.*&$)"2/
.#$-/*)*-"//$)"$)/*(4*!!$; *)=/-((-)4*).$)"(; /2.,0$/
2#$'"*;
(-7 "*/*/#"4(-'4$)/#(*-)$)"; *)*/-((-)4*)$)"-*0);4
"0..$./#/.*(/$('/-$)/#48*-'/-$)/#2&8 %*&/*+*+'*0/$/)
#*2.$''4$/2.; )1-2*0'#1/#*0"#//''$)".0#)(--..$)"8.'!A+-/$)"
./*-42*0'0."$)./(;
-!,'+)(+-2(.!/'  "'-!(%%(0"' +='-"('%(+" "'=+%" "(.,,
!/"(+,=(&&'-,0!'"'-+-"' 0"-!,-.'-,'=(+&)%(2,8 '"-"2(.
+%%("' -!",8!'1)%"'-!('-1-'0!22(.,"(+""-8
• -(&&"--&-"' 0"-!!,-.'-50!(0,(+&('52(.&#($%(' 
-!%"',(;&22(.+ ('!%)2(.0"-!<,(&-!"' 8
*8) 2*0')1-.4)4/#$)"-*"/*-4$)/#/24) #1#*-(*)
./0)/ ) # 2*0' .*'0/'4 /'' 4*0 /#/  ( !0''4 -.+/!0' *! -'$"$*) )
-<)4/#$)";
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(-7 /$..**!!).$1)*2)-$"#/$./0-$)"/#/.*(*)2*0'.4/#$.*0/(;
 2'*( )4*) /* $)/-1$2 (4 !*-(- ./0)/8
0--)/'4  *./A* /
-1-8./*2#/#-/#/#++); $./#*)'4#./0)//#4*0'-!--$)"
/*8.#$.*-(*); ) #1!*)((*-$.*!*0-/#*'*"$'$.0..$*).;
• '-
+-"%,(.-1"','0!2-!2+.-!(+"-28(&&'-"' 
-!-5;-!",",)+(%20!22(.(':-,-'.)(+2(.+,%"'-!%8<?
",
.'@
*)=/&)*2/#3/2*-.80/ #1)/-4$)"/*2*-&2$/#
;##.)$)
/# ' !*- *1-  4- ) .# ./$'' .4.<2#)  .& #- 2#4 .# $. #**.$)" /* *
.*(/#$)"*-2#4*.*(/#$)"2#).#&)*2.$/=./#2-*)"/#$)"/**8*-2#4.#
$)=/.##'')"/#(*-/'./*(/*(/*'-$!47)
2*0'.48> $)=/
2)//**!!)/#./0)/;? #1)2*-&$)"2$/##-/*"/#-*)!$)$)
+'2#-.#)./*0..##./*'(#-"*'$./*"/$)/*/*+"-0/
+-*"-(;
$.!$-./")-/$*)($) (/-4$)"/*"/#-/*/#/+*$)/; 
-**&''>0/'$-.?)$//'&.*0/+*2-$./)-'/$*).#$+.)$/"*.
/#-*0"# $!!-)/ 0'/0-. ) /#$- +*2- $./) -'/$*).#$+.;   .$ /* #-<(4
-*''/$*) $.<>4*0- !($'4 $. !-*( 0 ) /#4 #1  1-4 #$"# +*2- $./)
-'/$*).#$+) 2)/4*0/*/#$)&*0//#/0. /#$)&$/=..*(/#$)"2)/*
2*-&*);#)4*0$."-2$/#.*(*)84*0)/**)!$)/)*0"#$)4*0-.'!
/*$."-2$/#/#(;? )*0-"#-/*-*0/+*2-$./)-'/$*).#$+.;
$.*)3/-(./#/ #1.))$.-''4$)#$$/4/#$.+*2-$./)
/#$)"; /#*0"#/ #!*0)")0$)24/*#'+#-4-!'/$)"0+*)24.$)2#$#
.#+*..$'4#.)$.*0-"!-*(#'')"$)"0/#*-$/4;
!*0))-/$'!*-
/*-2#$#2.'.**0/+*2-$./)-'/$*).#$+.;
$.0)0//#-(4#1)-!-)./*/#3$)0'/0-$)/#/-/$';
*)=/-((-;#/2.$)*)/3/*!.*(/#$)" #1)2*-&$)"2$/##-*)
!*--''4'*)"/$(;
(-7#$.$.0..$*)2.0-$)"-)/(/$)"2#-
+-$(-4()/*-8

82.+-.)/; 2)/#-/*./#/
"-2$/#(/#/$!.#$."-.
2$/##$(8.#.#*0'!' /*.4.*;##.)2$/#(8)2*-&$)"2$/#
8
!*-*1-4-)./$''!-$/*..-/#-.'!; /-0.//#/
2*0'#1/&)/#$.
1$!-*(/#!-(*!-!-)/#/ (/-4$)"/**1-4/#$)" )/*#'+#-8)
.&#-/*/#$)&*0//#$.)2#/#-$/#'+.; '.*.0"".//*#-/#/.#/&
*))20)-"-0/*!#-*2)8/#/4/-$)$)".*(*)0)-#-8/#/2*0''.*
"$1#-*)!$);#/ -''$./#/.#.$.#2*0'/-4/*#'')"0/#*-$/4
(*-80/.#$)*/!'*(!*-/'4//-$)$)")2+-.*);
• "-!(.-'2))+'-"'"-"('(('+'(+,2&)-!2(.-!+)+,('%
1)+"'5,'-
0(+$"&,+-"%(.-'3.%5,!(0"' 
,!(+- ,((('&""''-!-)()%0+2"' (,-+/-"(''
"'-"(',8
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.; /($"#/#1)''/-/-/$';
$.!-*()50')$/2.4-
"*2#)/#/2.#++)$)")$)/#)2.'*/; .)/#-(*-/#)*)-/$';
#4 2- -/$'. *0/ #- #*( *0)/-48 ) $/ 2. $)/-./$)" /* (;  )  2.
$)/-./$)
/&*)$/.)50')82#/.#/#*0"#/*0//#+*'$/$.
"*$)"*)/#-;
(-7 )(4*)1-./$*).2$/#
8 .&#-*0/#*2#-!($'42.*$)"8
/*'#-#*2.*--4 2./#//#$.2.#++)$)"8.&#-$!/#42-'/**(/*
(-$/*.+$/8/; 2.")0$)'4/-4$)"/*.0++*-/$1).#*2.4(+/#4)
$)/-./$)#-.$/0/$*);#4*./#$.,0./$*)..0( #)*.4(+/#4*-*)-)7
#$.$.0)!*0).+0'/$*))*0')=/!0-/#-!-*(/#/-0/#;#42*0' "*/*
/#!!*-/*!*2)'*$)")($'$)")-/$')/#)/'&$)"/*#-*0/$/7 .
#-1-44$)/##''24.)!'/!*-#-)#-!($'4;
•

'-++.)-
"'-!&"%()(,-+,,,"('50"-!(-!+ +,-.'-,5-(-%%
!+-!--!'3.%'&('-+2,2,-&",0(+-!%,,5-!--!)"())+"'2(.+
!'0,0(+-!&(+-!',-$(!+(.'-+2:,&('28
#/ .*0).</#/ *. )*/<*8  *)=/ -((- /#/ $)$)/ / '' *- /# +*./-
...$*)*-*$)"*-.4$)"/#//'';

• !'-!+.&)&"'",-+-"('%" '-!&,%/,0"-!'3.%:,"'-+"&
)+,"'-52(.-(%
,!&.,-;+.&),.))(+-+<"''"',.%-"' 028
%,(,--"' ,+,-"%%2-!-;+.&)",,.))(+-"' '3.%'(05,(/+2-!"' ",
"'8<
*; $)*/.&#-*-/''#-/#/.#2.-0(+.0++*-/-; ..#-0(+.0++*-/-
)*2/#/#$..0++*-/$)"#-)$/7-/#+*+'2#*.0++*-//#/)$/
)*2.0++*-/-.*!-0(+7;;;*0'-.*)',0./$*)/*.&$)(4*+$)$*); *)=/
-''.&$)"*-.4$)"8>4*0--0(+.0++*-/-?$))"/$1248.*'0/'4)*/;
#+*'$/$'.$/0/$*)2.$)/-./$)"/*()$/2.$)/-./$)"$)"'/*.&
)/$1*0//#+*'$/$''$(//#-;
o " 2(. +( '"3 -!- -!", 0,  ,"-.-"(' -!- ,! 0, %"/"' 5 '(- #.,- '
"'-+,-"' -()"4
2*0'1-4.).$/$1$!.#2.'$1$)"/#/2#) .&; #1.&#-#*2
#-!($'42.*$)")/#$)".'$&/#/;
• (%
-!-"!0'--( -('+8 ' %"' :, ((,"5!'-(
%(($,"'(+2!",!"++$8 &)%2"' -!-+8' ",+"%%2",8
$)=/$(+'4/#/#2.-$''4$.; $)=/.4)4/#$)"*0/.$)$/#-; .$
/*
/#/1-4.$)"'+-.*)$)#$.)2'#.'*)"'&#$-)
#.'*)"-
#$-.*.*(4#.#*0'4#$.#$-'&!*-!0)*-!*- ''*2);#4-'.*)*/
''.$).* 2*0')=/#1.$/#/;
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(-7 '.*$)*/.4)4/#$)"*0/ )"'$8'/'*)2)/$)"/*"/*)#$."**.$;
#24/*"/*) )"'$=."**.$$./*+-*0/$1;#/(&.L$-/!'.#**.
$)/#$..//()/8"$).0""./$)"#-.4;'.*8 -''/#/
'0"#//#$.%*&)
-/0-)/#.(%*&!2/$(.0-$)"/#4./#/!*''*2)'/-/ ''*2);
#-2.)*/#$)"-*"/*-4$(+'$*--$19/#$.2.!-$)'4)/-/2))2
*A2*-&-.;
-!,'+)(+-2(.!/'  "'-!(%%(0"' !/"(+,=(&&'-,0!'
"'-+-"' 0"-!,-.'-,'=(+&)%(2,8 '"-"2(.+%%("' -!",8!'1)%"'
-!('-1-'0!22(.,"(+""-8
• /+%2&"%"+'!/'((.'+",81-"' =&"%,-%%!(.+,(.-'('>
&"5)+,('%,-.6,'"' +'(&-""-,()+,('%"'(+&-"('(+)!(-(,8
#/#/=..*(/#$)" #1/*2*-&*)<*&7 &)*2/#/;
#.#*-/).2-2*0'4.;0/ *)=/&)*2*0/''#*0-.*!/#)$"#/; *0'
$)#$)*-0-*+))*//#$)&$)"*0//#/$($!!-);
)(42-$//).//()/0-$)"/#!$-./$)/-1$2$) )0-4 .$/#//#($./& =1
($. =1(0'-'/$*).#$+.2$/#+*+' 2*-&2$/#) =(2*-&$)"*)/#/;
(-7*'-8/#$.$.-!--$)"/**.$*)'+#*/*.*!')(-&.*-)3+-$) 
#2#$'/-1'$)";#.-/#$)". )*0-"(4'((-./**) -.+*)
+*.$/$1'4 /* /#( 2#) /#4 * .#- +-.*)' /$$/.;  '$1 /#/ )*0-"$)" 
!($'4@/(.+$-$/**./.(*-'; *)=/#1/##$/*!0.$)"**&*-2$//-*-
)./"-(82#$#$.0.!*-/#.&$).*!/#$)"./#.4.;
• "-!"' ,-(
%"$7;2(.:+,-.)"5<;2(.!/'((&&(',',5<'; :&#.,-
-+2"' -(&'-(+2(.'&$2(.--+5.- (':-.'+,-'0!22(.:+'(-
--"' -!",52(.:+.&8<%%!+5;!--2<(+;"-328<
*;.*'0/'42*0')1-*/#/*-.4/#/&$)*!/#$)"/*)4*4;
(-7#$.$.)*/#-*)*!/#*.*!!).$10./$*).; *-''/#/2#)3+'$)$)"
/*
#-"-!*-#-!$-./*-.*).(./-8 .$/*#-/#/ "1#-)>?0/
/#/ $) *''/$)" *(()/. !-*( +*+' $) /# '8 /2* +*+' .$ /#/ /#4 2-
0)#++42$/##*2>#//4?.#2.$)/#'; '.**)0-$)"/#/.(./-#/*
.&#-/*./*+/'&$)"0-$)"'(/$)".$/2.,0$/$.-0+/$1; /$.*)/#$)"!*-#-
/*)*/+4$)"//)/$*)0/4#//$)".#$./&$)"*)*-/2**/#-+*+'*0/*!
/#'**+.2''8*-$./-/$)"+*+'$)/#'*-/*-4; )
!).8.#-.+*)
2''/*(4$.0..$*)*!/#.3+//$*).8!0''4-$")$)/##//$)..$)/#)3/
.(./-)2.(*-+-*0/$1;
• +,,.+
-(+"'$-2(.+!+",-&,)+-25,)""%%2,!(-(-*."%(+'(-
.,,"' !+,+-'-(++-%28(. (-&-!++.,%'1.,-!-,!
0,('%2CI'"':-0'--(+"'$8
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*;#"(.//##-$./(.+-/4-(4/#./0)/.0/ 2*0')=/!*-
)4*)/*-$)&/#/$)*/2)//*<0/)*/#/$)$)/$)*/#++);
#"($./#4-$)&$!/#4*)=/"0../#$-.-/)/0/$!4*0=-)*/LK4*0.#*0'
)*/-$)&$)";$ -$)"'*#*'/*(4#*0.7 *)=/-((-2#/#-$/2.($)
*- 2#/#- .*(*) -*0"#/ $/ 2$/# /#( /* /# +-/48 0/ $/ 2. (4 #*0. ) /#
"(.2-+'))4/#./0)/.;
• (%
-!-,!0,;'(-"'/,-"'-!%.,,!(,':-(&-(2(.+
)+-",(+ ('("' 8<
*;.*'0/'4)*/;
(-74'*-/*-4#.-+0//$*)*!.-$*0.2*-&/#$;**)$.%0"!*-)*/
.*$'$5$)";#1##-2*-&$)".0..!0'+*+'2#*)1-.*$'$5;+0'$-
.+/*!/#$.0./$*)$./#/
2.-"0'4 (*./.*$'*)$)/#';#
2./1-4.*$'1)/.#2.$)/*2)!*-;
• (%
-!-2(.0'--(,)$-(!+-!+.,,!;",-((.&-(
"'-!",)+( +&8<
*;
(-7 .$(+'4*)*/'$1/#/
.$/#$.; (/'*../*0)-./)2#-.*(
*!/#.*(()/.-*($)"!-*(; 2*0')1-.4.*(/#$)"'$&/#//*./0)/;
(4*(()/'*2*0/2#/.#/*'(*0/#-!/#-;4-'/$*).#$+2$/#
#. '24. ) +*.$/$1; # 2. $) (4 !$-./ 4- "-0/ 1)
*'0'- $*'*"4 *0-. D/#/  ( )*2 )* '*)"- ''*2 /* /# 0 /* /#$.
$)1./$"/$*)E8.#-*//$)(4').#'/-.&(/**)#-*(($//;#
'.*2-*/+-"-+#*!.0++*-/!*-(!*-$1-.$/4.//()/ ('./4-8'*)"
2$/#.1-'*/#-./0)/.; (#++4/*+-*0/#/*0()/$!)..-4;
2(.+'2"' -!'2(-!(/,+"!/"(+,50!2(2(.%"/,.!
%% -"(',!/(.++4
*8(4!'$)"$.<.*2#/ #1#-8) $)*/.*'$$/$)!*-(/$*)80/.*(/#$)".#1
*(/*(; =1#-/#/
2)/-*0)/#+-/()/.#*2$)"1-4*)(4($'
-0(($)"0+.0++*-/;4#4+*/#.$.$./#//#$)".$)/#+./2-)*/*!!).$1< *)=/&)*2
2#/#++).2#)+*+'*(+'/'4(&/#$)".0+80/$)..2#-/#-$.+-/$'/-0/#
*-''0.$*)/*)/0'1)/8/#*./#$)"."/-$)/-+-/< *)=/&)*2#*2/*3+'$)$/$)
)4*/#-24; *)=/0)-./)2$/#
;#/*'( #- !/#-'$&(0. =(
$!!$0'/) (&#-2*-&#-;#/=./#*)1-./$*)2#*0/#-!/#-; 2*0'
)1-.4)4/#$)"'$&/#//*#-).##*.(/**)#-*(($//; *)=/0)-./)
/#/;
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(2(.(',"+-!(/*.,-"('!/"(+,5-!-2(.&"---(5))+()+"-"'2(.+
+(%,.%-2&&+4!24
*; ("*$)"/*(4/#-+$./)2-/'&$)"*0//##$./*-4*!/#/; =1%*$).*(
/A+.)/0''4$/2.(43A2$!2#* /'&/**0//#/;#=./&)(4!-$).#$+.
)-'/$*).#$+.4/&$)"/###*0.<.*.#/*'(/*%*$).*(/A+.) =1)
/*#$&.) 2)//*.'$.#*2'./)$"#/) =("*$)"/*!**(/0+.**);*8 =(/-4$)"
/*!*-(.*$'-'/$*).#$+.*0/.$*!2*-&;
/2)(42$!)(4.*)< #1%0./0-$(4.'!$)2*-&).*(*!/#$."*.&/*
2#)(42$!) !$-./.+-/0/ =1"*//*!$)24/*!$).*$'$-'.*0/.$*!2*-&;
#-=.)*,0./$*)*0//#/) 2$''*)/$)0/*2*-&2$/#(4/#-+$./;
(-7 #$. ,0./$*) $. 2*- $)  24 /#/ *0'  ($.A$)/-+-/ /* () /#/  #1
($///*''/#.0./$*).; 2)//*)*//#/(4>)*?*)'4-'/./*/#*..$/0/$*).
/#//0''4#++))/#/ 2*0''$&/*1*$$)/#!0/0-; ./)4(4'$!/#/(*./
*!/#,0./$*).*)/$)*(()/./#/-#-.48.*(/#/-/&)*0/*!*)/3/)
.*(.*'0/'4!'.;
(2(.+( '"3-!-2(.++(%&(%(+))+()+"-"'-+-"(',4(2(.+( '"3
-!+(% (,2('-!(.'+2(&).,4
-*")$5/#/ 2.8) !''$& =()*/)4'*)"-; #1'*.//#/2$/#/#"-0/./0)/.
)./#/)+-*'4/#!0'/4; 0)-./)/#/)*2<4.;
(-7#/$.$)/-./$)"$./#/''*!/#.''"#1$*-.*0--!*-/#($'2$/#
80/)**)1-'(/*'$181-''4*-)*)A1-''48/#//#42-0)*(!*-/'
2$/# )4/#$)" =1 1- .$ *- *);  2. '.* $)1$/ /* ./0)/ #++4 #*0-.8 /$'"/.8
.&/''8)*/#-.*$'1)/.;
+"(+-(-!",2+?DBDB@!(0&'2,-.'-,!/%-2(.+%(++&(/2(.+(&-!"+
",,+--"('(&&"--,(+'('>&"+,(',4!(=0!-4
*)/#/ )-''$)LP4-.;
,'2('"'2(.+,.)+/",(+2!"'/+(.',%2(.('"'-+-"' ))+()+"-%20"-!
,-.'-,4 2,50!(50!'4
*;
"'2(.+)+"(+"'-+/"05!/2(.!%'2,("%/'-,0"-!,-.'-,4!-=0!'=0!24
*;
'(-5!,'(-!/"' ,("%"'-+-"(',"'!""-2(.+"%"-2-()+(+&2(.+#(4
*/ #1$)" .*$' $)/-/$*). )*;  =( $.++*$)/ /#/  )=/<  /#*0"#/ /#/ +-/ *! (4
()/*-.#$+./4'2../-)"/#< ).#*24*0)*/.!-*(+-$*-./0)/..4$)"#*2(0#
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/#4++-$/#*2 *0'*/#()/*-)!-$);.()/*-</#*)*)*)
(/$)"82./-/*!!/'&$)"*0/!($'4*-($/$"/$)"'$!$-0(./).;#2#*'+-.*)$.
$(+*-/)//*(2#) =(()/*-$)".*(*); *)=/)/*#1.*$'$)/-/$*).2$/#
/#(< *)=/)/*#1#-$./(.+-/4<$/=.)*/"*$)"/*$(+)4/#$)";
*+!0''4 )!$)24/*').*(*!/#"**./0!!/#/ #1*);
,-!+'2('2(.%"/0,!(.%,)$0"-!+%--(-!&--+,",.,,-(24
) /#$)&*0//#/7 #)=//#*0"#/*0//#/;
(-7 '$14*0.#*0'.+&2$/#
D/#*-(*)#./0)//*2#$#*)*!/#.
*(()/. -!-.E8
)
D/# !*-(- ./0)/. 2#* ) 1-$!4 2#/
#++)2$/#
E;*0(42)//*.+&/*+*+'2#*2-//#/'/#)$"#/
 '' ( 24;  ( '.* #++4 /* .0++'4 )(. *! !*'&. 2#* ) /'& *0/ (4
-'/$*).#$+2$/#./0)/.8!*-(-)0--)/!('./0)/.)+*./A*.2#*)/'&*0/
/#/(*.+#-$)(4'8(4'()"-2#*#.)2$/#(!*-)-'4LJ4-.8)*/#-.
2#*&)*2(4")-'-+0//$*)$!4*02*0''$&/*/'&/*)4*!/#(;
,-!+'2-!"' %,2(.0(.%%"$-("'%.-!- !/'(-,$4
*; 2.%0./2*)-$)"$!)4*!/#+*+'.$.*(/#$)""***0/(80/ "0..4*0
)=/).2-/#/;
$/#
/#/*)1)$)"$)/#-8 +*'*"$5/*#-)!/-/#/*0--'/$*).#$+2.
*(+'/'4+-*!..$*)'; (/#/($./&/#/1)$)"*!(0/0'!'$-//$*)!*-LJAMJ($)0/.8
-(*1(4.'!!-*(/#.$/0/$*))'/-+*'*"$5;
./4)*(+'/ 
2$/#()$)/#.+-$)"!0-/#-.&($!.#*0'2*-&$)(4')$/$*)'/2*4-.
/* #'+ #- "/ $) "- .#**'8 .* /#$. #. *( .  $" .0-+-$. /* ( /#/ .# 2.
0)*(!*-/';#*)*)*).1-42&< .)./#)/*+*'*"$51-4-'4*)
)$.*)2.*(+'/'4+-*!..$*)'2$/##-!/-/#/;
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4.$")$)"/#$.*0()/ (*)!$-($)"/#/ #1)"$1)/#*++*-/0)$/4/*-1$2/#
,0./$*)..&*!(//#$)/-1$2*!M@KK@LJ4./!!*!/# +-/()/)/#
)*/.*!(4-.+*).../4+4./!!)/#/ "1/#*.-.+*)..$)$)"**!$/#;#
,0./$*)..+-.)/$)/#$)/-1$2*)*/8$)''..8-!'/(40)-./)$)"*!/#
1)/.-$.;430/$)"/#$.*0()/8 ()*/2$1$)"(4-$"#//**--/*--1$.)4
.//()/2#))$!"$1)/#*++*-/0)$/4/*+-.)//#!/.*!/#1)/.$)/#$-!0''
*)/3/$)'$"#/*!''1$)-'1)//*/#*.1)/.;
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Text and Email messages of interest
NOTE: I could not find texts from
prior to August 30, 2018. Not sure if that is a timeline thing but I
delete my texts whenever my iCloud fills up. These I found by searching my hard drive.
Text exchange with
after the Christmas party December, 2018, where I kissed her goodnight.
I include the pre-party message as that initiated the text “conversation” so that the date and time is clear – my
texts were after everyone had left so clearly the party was well over by 11:04 PM. The .mov was a movie of an
animated Santa Claus that I forgot to turn on for the party – he rolls around on the floor. The next was a photo
of the Christmas gift
gave me, a very nice guitar strap. To thank her for the gift, I played a song on the
guitar out on my back porch in the rain and recorded it for her on my iPhone – that is the .m4a. Point of this
conversation is there is clearly no mention of anything inappropriate through saying good night. No mention
of a boyfriend, who she got involved with 2 months later.
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Canoe invitation with

:

Conversation with
after a party where we talked about her perspective that all actions we do are
selfish, including altruistic actions, which led to a suggestion of Canoeing; and her response. [BTW, before I
forget –
has given a lecture for me in my Advanced Molecular Biology course twice – in 2016 and
again in 2018. She is very responsible and professional. I would have no reason to expect her to read anything
into this and I do not believe that she would have mis-interpreted this conversation .]
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I don’t know when this alleged tatoo thing is thought to have happened but here are my other texts with
up until she left the Department:
At a party at Professor Lisa Lyons’ house
asked me to speak French with her to practice her French.
We talked French for 20-30 minutes. Next morning we had this exchange. I have no reason to believe she
thought this was any more than practicing French.

When

defended her PhD, we had the following exchange:
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EMAILS – as usual you must read from the bottom up
Email from April 2015 removing myself from
desk incident occurred.

thesis committee. Also sets a timeline for when the

I did not find any threats of restraining orders or the like. In my search for “
one that came up – no sense of a problem, she is reaching out for my feedback.:

”, this is the most recent
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Email exchange with
that contains the “sexual harassment” joke in it – VERY IMPORTANT to read this
from the bottom up. Note that I deleted the repetitive signature lines to make it more readable:
Begin forwarded message:
From: David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
Subject: Re: Research Summary
Date: October 17, 2019 at 1:08:25 PM EDT
To:
@my.fsu.edu>
OK well the other things I thought of would get me fired for sexual harassment so you are on your own.

On Oct 17, 2019, at 12:49 PM,

@my.fsu.edu> wrote:

I actually have a fear of things going up my nose, I always hated dolls, Barbie, etc. and I really don’t like board
games like such so much anymore
From: David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 12:36:06 PM
To:
@my.fsu.edu>
Subject: Re: Research Summary

What is the opposite of that? You meant you stick things up the other end of your body?
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On Oct 17, 2019, at 12:33 PM,

@my.fsu.edu> wrote:

Wow you could not have been more opposite from me, but I appreciate the effort!

From: David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 12:32:11 PM
To:
@my.fsu.edu>
Subject: Re: Research Summary

When I am not in the lab, and sometimes when I am in the lab, I like to stick things up my nose. When I was a
kid, it was Barbie doll acessories, barbie necklaces, one time a high heeled shoe. Now I am more into unusual
game pieces like monopoly, majong - or those dungeons and dragons figurines.

On Oct 17, 2019, at 12:09 PM,

@my.fsu.edu> wrote:

Yeah if you think you know them!

From: David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 11:59 AM
To:
@my.fsu.edu>
Subject: Re: Research Summary
Sure then do you want me to write out your hobbies too?

On Oct 17, 2019, at 11:21 AM,

@my.fsu.edu> wrote:

Ok, using that word for word, beginning to end.
---------------------------------------

From: David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 11:00:05 AM
To:
@my.fsu.edu>
Subject: Re: Research Summary
I am a technician in the lab and I work on several exciting projects. In one project, with

On Oct 17, 2019, at 10:13 AM,

, I fart incessently all day long.

@my.fsu.edu> wrote:

Yeah, I have no trouble staying my research in a sentence or two. My only concern is that I don’t want to take
and make it sound like I’m doing what he’s doing I guess. Do you think that is an issue?

recognition away

----------------------------------------

From: David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 10:09:20 AM
To:
@my.fsu.edu>
Subject: Re: Research Summary
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I think it is a good exercise for you to compose something - I’m happy to read it if you like. You can do anything you want with your
rectangle.

On Oct 17, 2019, at 9:42 AM,

@my.fsu.edu> wrote:

Hi Dave,
What do you think I should say in my little summary for the website? I’m not really sure what to say because most of what I do is just
sub parts of
research.

Best,
---------------------------------------, B.S.
Laboratory Technician
Florida State University
Department of Biological Science
Cell and Molecular Biology
Gilbert Lab
King Life Science Building
319 Stadium Drive
Room 3070
Tallahassee, FL 32304
----------------------------------------
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Date: 2/12/2020
Start Time: 3:30 p.m.
Name:
Position: Graduate Student
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
Student employee. I am currently a PHD student in the Biological Science department. I was
here in 2014-2018 and took a year off after the death of my father and then started back in fall
of 2019. It’s a five to seven-year program so…I will likely be here another five to seven years. I
was hoping to make it faster since I was here before and I was told it was a possibility, but I don’t
believe it will be much quicker than that.
How do you know David Gilbert?
He’s a faculty member in the department that I’ve been in since 2014. Primarily know him as a
professor. I’ve known the students in his lab since I’ve been in Tallahassee. Played basketball
with him and other students for most of the time I have lived in Florida. He’s currently my
advisor. I rotated into his lab in the fall and then he became my advisor in January.
What is his position? How long?
Endowed Faculty.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
I don’t know if he signs off on my checks. I am assigned work through him. He gives me my
research projects.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
Generally good. Friendly. The only time we saw each other outside of work was basketball or a
recruitment party so I wouldn’t say we were friends…we were friendly. Say hi to each other in
the hallways…things like that.
Now – I wouldn’t say there is a difference. I would say I know him better but that’s obvious just
being around him more.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
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inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
No to comments and general behaviors.
The email- was awkward. As soon as I read it, I was tied emotionally to how my girlfriend was
feeling, if that makes sense. She was very upset about it.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
I can’t think of a single time that I observed something directly, no.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
That’s a long list. It may take me a while to recall all of those.
It’s my understanding that a previous grad student,
, has been continuously harassed
though text and it was bad enough that she threatened Dave with a restraining order. This was
as recent as this past Christmas. Despite her graduating two years ago, he still texts her. I don’t
know the nature of the text messages. Someone told me that they suspect there may have been
physical contact…I believe it was sexual contact that was implied. It is my understanding the
restraining order was a direct threat made to David.
Another one there was an undergrad student who worked in his lab and after a holiday party he
was texting her to come back and that was around 2:00 or 3:00 am. I don’t know if there was
anything sexual related to that, but it would ring bells in my head that that’s what it would be
about. I think her name is
but I’m not certain of that.
I heard he and his wife made sexually inappropriate jokes to a recruit at a recruit party.
Something about being swingers. It was observed by one faculty member who commented to
other faculty members that she needed to shower because she was disgusted with the
comments. It was
that made the shower comment and I believe
and
were told by
about it. They may or may not have witnessed it.
had commented to someone that she knew that Dave acted inappropriately
to a student. Another student confronted
about this and asked her if she would be
willing to come forward about this to which
said she couldn’t because Dave is her friend.
Another grad student in Biological Science…a close friend of mine…
…she said
that Dave made her uncomfortable by commenting on a tattoo on her shoulder. I can’t
remember if she said he touched her or not but for some reason it is sticking in my head.
I heard that a grad student from another lab,
, received text from Dave to meet
her at or around the showers in the building where we work. I don’t know what the intentions
were, but it also rang alarm bells in my head when I heard this. I believe that it was taken as
inappropriate behavior by
.
Apparently Dave had a planned trip to Japan with his wife. When they separated, he then asked
at least two female students if they would want to go on the trip with him. This was my girlfriend
and a lab tech from his lab,
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1al50 remember being out of state and hearing from
either by text or phone that a group
ofgradstudents had goneto thebar on a Friday or Saturday night. Dave was also there and made
a comment to
calling her beautiful, relating her to a Greek character or piece of
architecture or something. She was upset about it, but mentioned that she felt safe because she
was around many friends.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding
his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
No.
What impact have these incidents had on you?
Enormous. Obviously, my girlfriend of four years has taken this very hard. 1 find her crying
throughout the day and at night. She informed me that i's affected our intimacy because it's
stuck in her head. We are both seeing a therapist and the therapist said that this behavior that
she is showing is common. She is distraught when she sees him on campus. She feels guilt that
shes notableto get work done. |observe every part of this and that has an effect on my ability
to get stuff done. It has affected us individually but also as a couple..sort of intertwined.
1s there anyone who you believe we should speak to regarding this matter?
1 don't think so.
1s there anything you would like to share that | have not asked you?
There was another incident that was not sexual in nature | believe thatwas with an undergrad in
his fab. I'm not sure if she was being co-advised. She had issues vith Dave's behavior. He was
hard on her and she went to the Academic Program Specialist, Ben Miller..her name is
1
think she sought advice and it's my understanding Ben Miller advised her not to make
acomplaint
against him because he is Dean's candy. That's been disheartening to hear even though it’s not
sexual. Thatavictim was pushed away like that..it hurts me to hear. | interpreted the “Dean's
candy” comment to be that he's an endowed Chair and too powerful to have anything done to
him.
By signing this document, | am confirming that | have been given the opportunity to review
these notes; that the contents reflect, to the best of my knowledge, an accurate description of
the incidents) or subjects described; and that | have given these statements in good faith.
Acknowledged by:

Date: 3/20 / 030

Notes Prepared by: Jhon Bun A Date: 3/387 DO
Shannon Byrum
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Date: 2/17/2020
Start Time: 1:00 p.m.
Name:
Position: Graduate Student
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am an OPS employee in Biological Science. I was an undergrad; I graduated in May 2019. I am
OPS specifically in Dr. Gilbert’s lab.
What are your job duties?
I do a little of lab tech work…maintaining the lab but most of what I do is independent research
that aids in
project. I’m usually there about forty hours a week.
How do you know David Gilbert?
I had him as a professor in spring of 2018. That’s when I first met him. He was in charge of
grading me for honors in the major. Honors in the major is a research project…a thesis. You take
credit hours that say honors in the major and then he is put as my instructor. That was the last
two semesters before I graduated. Fall 2018 to spring of 2019.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
Spring 18 - Spring 19 he had academic supervisory authority over me. Now he has employment
supervisory authority over me.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
I don’t know…I guess he’s my boss but Takayo is also my boss. Dave is more of who I meet with
for specific theoretical…we talk about how I’m going to set up my experiments and the questions
I’ll answer. But Takayo is more the day-to-day supervisor. Gilbert is oversight and broad direction
of things.
We have work parties and I think that…I’ve been sailing with Dave and other people in the lab.
We have a casual relationship. Which I think the line can be crossed sometimes because of that.
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It’s probably more casual than it should be.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
Yeah. I think it started one night when we were all at the Wilbury and I wasn’t out with the lab,
but I just happened to be there and then the whole lab was there. Dave was there, and they
were celebrating a publication and I felt like Dave was…he was just kind of venting to me about
his divorce and I was trying to be nice about it but I felt like he was…probably…I don’t know he
asked me to go to Japan with him in that same conversation. He said he was going to Japan and
had an extra ticket. I said he should be excited to go to Japan instead of being sad that he’s going
alone, and he asked if I wanted to join and I said I couldn’t because of class and stuff. He
continued to text me and would ask me about it. The next day he asked if I wanted to go canoeing
alone with him and I made excuses because I felt uncomfortable and it was weird. I told him I
had too much homework and then he suggested grabbing dinner or something and I said ok but
never made that plan with him.
I felt like…there was maybe a couple of months where he was like…I felt like he was trying to be
romantic with me or something…I’m not really sure. I know I heard about him asking other young
women to go to Japan with him and have never heard of him asking a guy, so I assume its in that
context. This was my first semester in the lab…so that fall semester probably around Octoberish of 2018. The asking kind of went on for a bit and then when he was in Japan, he was sending
me pictures.
When it was a group thing, he would send an email to the lab and say does anyone want to join.
As far as him asking me to do things along because it’s a complex situation…it only went on that
one semester and since then he hasn’t asked me to do anything alone with him. He probably
asked me three different times that were specific to us: Japan, canoeing, and dinner. He knew
that it was inappropriate because he would say, “if that’s too weird it’s ok.” In one of our oneon-one meetings he apologized to me for having an inappropriate relationship and saying
inappropriate things to me when we were in the bar. He didn’t say anything super flirty, I don’t
remember but it was more just asking me to do things alone with him that I shouldn’t be doing.
Also, just like venting about his divorce and I felt like that was none of my business. He was giving
me details about…just being cynical…like “I’m never going to be happy with a woman” or “I’m
going to be single for the rest of my life” and I was trying to be nice and said I wouldn’t think that
way. The pictures were just shots of Japan and he was just saying how beautiful it was and it was
just that he was texting only me. I also thought that the way he got my number was weird
because he said…I had a really short blonde hair cut and he was like oh I don’t know how I got
your number and he asked if it was in my email signature and I said yes and he said, “oh I thought
my laptop just had a crush on Katy Perry…ha-ha.”
One time he asked me to go get coffee together, so we could get to know each other.
My perception of these overtures…I just felt like…I think my view on it now is a little bit different
because I know how many people have been affected by this. Originally, I thought he was just
having a hard time with his divorce and wanted a female companion and maybe thought I was
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pretty. He did tell my boyfriend, who was not my boyfriend at the time, that he was interested
in me. My boyfriend’s name is
. It also made me very uncomfortable to the point that I was
avoiding coming to the lab and not being productive. I ended up not finishing my honors thesis
because I think this was a contributing factor because I wasn’t in the lab and skipping meetings
with Dave.
There was another comment at the first lab party I went to in August of 2018. It was to me and
somebody else, it was another employee at the lab
I don’t remember his last name. He
doesn’t work there anymore.
said he could give me a ride home and we were the last
ones in the pool and Dave asked us to leave because him and his wife wanted to get naked and
get in the pool and I thought that was really weird. This is all I can remember that happened
when I was a student.
There was another email…in October of 2019. We decided that everyone needed to type up a
blurb for our website and I was unsure of what to put so I emailed him to ask for his opinion and
the response wound up being what he thought I was like as a child and I responded and said that
doesn’t sound like me at all. He responded and said, “if I said what I really thought I would get
fired for sexual harassment.” That email has to be in his sent folder. I emailed BIO IT yesterday
to try and get the email.
The last email…wasn’t targeted to me but was sent to the whole lab. Somebody put magnets on
his fridge that spelled out “cock” with them, and he sent the email asking who did it…he wasn’t
mad, he was joking round. There were some exchanges of emails and he eventually said, “I guess
that’s something that’s available in my house if someone were to ask but not in my fridge.” I do
have this email and can send it to you.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
During
defense…or at his defense practice…he was talking about
and he was like “
is really good with his hands in the lab, but I don’t know outside of the lab”…the way he said it
everyone knew he meant it in a sexual way and you could tell by everyone’s facial expression that
they were uncomfortable with that. It made me uncomfortable.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
People have told me that he has been touchy with them before. One of my friends
…I don’t
know what her last name is…who used to work in the lab…I guess when they were saying goodbye
at the end of a lab party, he kissed her neck and then he said I would do more than that but I
guess that would be inappropriate. He also asked her to go on a trip with him. It was a trip out
of the country and it would have been just the two of them going. I think the kiss happened at
the Christmas party in 2018.
My friend
said when she interviewed here, she saw Dave…he would move her
jacket out of the way to see her name tag or just touch where the name tag was.
said that
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when she interviewed here, Dave told her that she should not wear high heels and not wear
makeup because that’s how he likes women. He’s also told me that he doesn’t like high heels. I
don’t know if that was for myself or just in general.
I’ve heard he’s touched peoples tattoos without their permission.
I am aware of the email he sent to

and

I know that
who is in our lab said that Dave would text her very casually. I heard he would
ask her questions about her boyfriend when they broke up. I don’t know if it was sexual
misconduct stuff, but I know it made her uncomfortable because she was studying abroad and
not here. He would ask if she wanted to set a time and meet sometimes.
told me that Dave had some kind of casual relationship with a grad student who had him on
her committee.
I know that email that was about “oh that’s something available in my house but not in my
fridge”…he was responding to all, but he responded to someone named
and she privately
messaged me about it and asked how she should respond, and I told her not to. He then texted
her individually and said that his email really shut everyone up and I told her again not to respond
and she said she needs a reference letter and she felt like she should and then he asked if she
liked the song Drops of Jupiter. I felt like she should not feel like she has to respond to that kind
of thing.
I think I used to think he had an issue with social awkwardness…like he didn’t know the social
norm but now I’m realizing how many people it is and the email he sent to
and
and
just some of the things that he’s said…I feel like I don’t know…like I can’t know what’s going on
in his mind but I think its very inappropriate and any sane person would know that. Clearly, he
knows it’s inappropriate because he apologized to me and said, “if it’s too weird, that’s ok.” I
think he knows it’s inappropriate, but I don’t know if he knows how inappropriate it is and how
it’s affecting people. I think sometimes he just says things that he doesn’t mean much by, but he
has made serious advances on people. I felt like with me he wasn’t just joking around, and he
was truly trying to get alone time with me and to get me to go to Japan with him.
I remember when he was describing his neighbor he…I feel like he maybe racially he doesn’t
understand what’s ok to say and what’s not but I remember him speaking inappropriately about
his black neighbor who was a woman and a black lady he sat next to on a plane and I remember
him making comments about them being sexy or having big boobs…things like that.
also told me that he went into an ice cream store and there was a bunch of blonde girls
working there and he said, “where are the black women, I’m into ethnic women now.”
What would you say is the frequency of these comments or things like that…is it every
interaction? Does it tend to be more the house parties or also the work environment of the
lab?
It’s not just when we are drinking together…its all the time. He uses the work email to say things
that are inappropriate. It depends on how much I interact with him because sometimes I don’t
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see him very much. That’s a really hard question. I would say at least bi-weekly he says
something inappropriate to someone. Every other week. That’s just an estimation too…I’m not
too sure on that.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
Not really. As my superior I have never felt comfortable doing that. I know that
texted
him after he kissed her on the neck and she said, “I just wanted to let you know I think that was
inappropriate…I have a boyfriend.”
What impact have these incidents had on you?
I think a lot of the reason I didn’t finish my honors thesis is because of that. I finished the work
two months after that. If I had been in the lab more I probably would have finished. I already
had other honors but this was a separate thing and I didn’t get enough data so I got the grade
but I don’t have honors in the major on my transcript and you also get a writing sample out of
that.
I also feel like…this investigation coming up is making it hard for me because I’ve had bad
experiences with police not handling sexual assault things properly. Its very disheartening to see
how many people this has affected. All these people that I’ve told you about are things I’ve found
out recently. I feel like it’s hard for me to focus at work and I don’t feel like…I don’t know…I don’t
want to get her in trouble because I think she means well but Takayao knows I was personally
affected because I told her I didn’t want to come in to work and today we talked and she said,
“but didn’t you know you had to report these things when they happened and you’re still in the
lab.” I feel like she doesn’t get that denial is a really common emotion that you feel until later on
when you realize what’s happening. I’m not going to talk to Dave about this and now I feel like I
don’t want to talk to Takayo now too. I think a lot of my discomfort comes from me not feeling
comfortable around Dave not because I think he will do something to me but more so if he knows
that I’ve said something…then that makes things really awkward. I am fine doing my work in the
lab Dave doesn’t really come in the lab too much. He will step in if he needs to talk to someone
so I’m fine in the lab for the most part. My brain is not working super good, because I’m
distracted. I think I just don’t want to have one on one meetings with him right now. My plan
was just to say, I’m busy or I don’t have much to talk about this week if he asks.
Is there anything you would like to share that I have not asked you?
I feel like the whole situation is…it’s not good. I think part of it is he doesn’t know where to draw
the line…maybe he knows and just doesn’t care. Dave asked the lab if people could come help
him move furniture and I was talking to my mom about it and she said that’s not appropriate for
him to ask of you when he’s making six figures and you guys are making $20,000 and you all feel
obligated to help him.
had a grant due and needed to leave, and Dave was keeping us there
for a while.
didn’t feel comfortable leaving early because Dave is the one helping him with
the grant, and I said that’s his job to help you with his grant but it’s not your job to move his
furniture. It’s not just sexual misconduct. Dave is aware of the power differential.
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By signing this document, | am confirming that | have been given the opportunity to review
these notes; that the contents reflect, to the best of my knowledge, an accurate description of
theincident(s)
Co
* ese statements
ingood faith.
Acknowledged
Notes Prepared by: Jyfrien Buna
Shannon Byrum
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Date: 2/17/2020
Start Time: 2:00 p.m.
Name:
Position: Graduate Student
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I work as a grad student in Dave’ lab. About four and a half years.
What are your job duties? Who is your supervisor?
PhD doctoral program. Dave Gilbert.
How do you know David Gilbert?
Just through the PhD program.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
He is major professor on dissertation committee. For my graduate assistantship, he is my
supervisor, along with Takayo. Takayo is responsible for the budget stuff.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
He is very casual with everyone that I have ever seen. Positive. Interact mostly at work. But
very casual, will invite lab sailing…those kinds of things. Those have increased since his divorce.
Lab group socials are at his house, parks, etc. Student will have happy hour; he may get invited.
Once time at the Wilbury it was to celebrate a major paper we published.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
I don’t think so. There is a lack of filter; maybe doesn’t know or recognize boundaries.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
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uncomfortable? Who/what?
The one time was at the Wilbury, the time mentioned above. We had somehow gotten on the
topic of dating as a transition from discussing his recent divorce and my recent breakup. I
brought up the fact that there were several new graduate students that year who were really
pretty. He responded by saying that he doesn’t find any of them interesting but rather was
interested in
, an undergrad student at the time. At first, I wasn’t sure who he was
talking about because he called her
(her real name) and I did not know
well as
she was relatively new to the lab. I could tell that he genially found her interesting, saying she
was very smart, way smarter than even the new graduate students, she was interesting to talk
to, strong personality, and other praises like that. Later,
showed up at the bar
unexpectedly and they [Dave] got to talking for a while, but I was out of earshot to hear what
about.
I later saw the text messages that he sent her about meeting outside of work to go canoeing.
This made her feel uncomfortable. Dave apologized to her for being inappropriate the
following week, but I think the damage had already been done because she felt weird in lab for
a while.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
had once told me that Dave and a grad student from another lab
were…close, I don’t know details. Maybe they met-up/hang-out outside of work. I don’t know
if anything happened, but maybe there was interest there.
I also heard about the email that sparked all this off but haven’t seen it. I can tell you Dave’s
email practices are a bit…don’t quite know how to say it…casual and impulsive…he can be
inappropriate, inconsiderate, and seemingly unaware of social normalcy or etiquette. Just one
example, we play basketball at the Leach some mornings (me, him, and several other graduate
students)…one person insulted his basketball and it wasn’t a big deal…after going on with our
day, we all get a long email (we’re all in one big b-ball email thread) about how his ball is the
official NBA ball, calling out the person who insulted the ball and it was very verbose and
detailed to the point where it was just strange verbose rambling. He is very verbose in his
emails; over the top.
He is so casual with the way he interacts and carries himself in front of virtually everyone. I
honestly always saw this as a positive attribute, he would never make you feel like he is above
you or in charge of you. He much more acts like more of just a friend/mentor that is there to
help you when you need it. However, perhaps all of this negative inappropriate behavior is a
result of the professional lines being blurred over the years of him just trying to be friends with
students and colleagues. I think he needs a reminder of the normal professional boundaries,
and that even if he doesn’t view himself as a man of power over students, most students do see
him as having power over them.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
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regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
We have weekly one-on-one meetings to talk about research. My one-on-one the week after
the Wilbury (above), at the beginning he brought up that he should probably avoid going to
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Date: 2/18/2020
Start Time: 2:00 p.m.
Name:
Position: Graduate Student
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I’m a graduate student; PHD. I started in the Fall of 2018 in Biological Science.
What are your job duties? Who is your supervisor?
My major professor is Debra Fadool.
How do you know David Gilbert?
That fall he taught the course I was taking…Advanced Molecular Biology and contact included in
class and office hours. Afterwards he helped me work on a grant proposal and he has written
me a letter of recommendation for that.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
He has no oversight except the letter of recommendation for a fellowship that I submitted. I have
not taken any additional classes with him.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
For the most part it was in class and in groups and at times it seems like he would overshare
certain things but having just come into graduate school I didn’t know what the level of
professionalism or distance there was between professors and students. In person they were
fine he just sent me an email or two that seemed a little weird. Nothing sexual or anything, it
just seemed kind of strange.
One tailgate before a football game, he was there with his stepson. It was more of friends, there
was drinking…it wasn’t put on by the school or affiliated with the school in any way. It was just
a group of us and he brought his stepson to encourage him to be more social.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
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inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
Not in person. It was just an email that seemed strange. Gilbert was away in Japan at a
conference but randomly he sent me pictures from the conference. The email said hey just
wanted to share these pictures with someone. It just seemed weird because I don’t have an
outward passion for photography and then no one else received the email and that was when I
was in his class. Nothing happened that would indicate for him to keep me updated and send
me pictures. I told my friends and they agreed that it was odd. I know one of his graduate
students went with him but that’s because we have mutual friends.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
The only thing that comes to mind is during class Gilbert told us about future classes when he
wouldn’t be present, and it was because he was going sailing. And then he told us he was going
to be living on a sailboat with his ex-wife and they were going through a divorce. This caught me
and the rest of the class off guard…the oversharing.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
I had never heard anything about touching but I have seen a recent email from him to another
student that was quite explicit. I think I heard in the holiday season he will have a holiday party
and that it can be a little wild. Not your average workplace holiday event.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
No because most of the time when the interaction was through email with the pictures, it was
just photos of scenery and I replied and said nice pictures hope you’re having a nice time and
after thinking about it, I wondered why I felt I needed to respond. I didn’t discourage it. I felt
that being in the middle of a class with him it would be awkward to kind of make a big deal out
of an email like that and say it made me uncomfortable. Or it may have made me look bad if I
completely ignored it. Knowing I would see him twice a week in class for weeks to come, and
that my grade was in his hands. At the time the email struck me as weird but now with the
current situation I see it slightly differently.
What impact have these incidents had on you?
Nothing until…I have kind of heard…about the email especially but I have heard other people
have been uncomfortable in situations that were worse than mine. I never felt vulnerable or
exploited in any type of way but just hearing the situation now I guess things are different.
Is there anything you would like to share that I have not asked you?
As of now, I don’t think so.
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Date: 2/21/2020
Start Time: 9:00 a.m.
Name:
Position: Graduate Student
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am a fourth year PHD candidate in Dave Gilbert’s lab. I’ve only been here since August 2016. I
am also a Graduate Assistant. Currently I’m a TA but the previous two semesters I was an RA.
What are your job duties? Who is your supervisor?
It depends on what I’m teaching. When I was teaching Developmental Biology (Spring 2018,
Spring 2019) Dave was the instructor. When I’m on RA I would say he’s the supervisor. When I
am on TA the College pays my salary but when I am on RA, the lab's grant(s) pay my salary.
Currently I am teaching Microbiology so I would say my teaching supervisor is Kasia Chodyla but
overall I consider Dave to be my boss/supervisor.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
I would say its been positive. He’s been supportive of me through personal and family concerns
that have happened. I’ve never felt disrespected or harassed by Dave. I don’t really think that
has changed but over the last year or year and a half or so he’s been more unfiltered, but I know
he’s went through a divorce, his stepson committed suicide in November, so I’m sure he’s been
mentally disturbed by some of these things. I found myself more annoyed by things that are
unprofessional or inappropriate, but my mood hasn’t been very positive for quite a few months
as I have been bogged down with stress and personal issues. As far as my personal relationship
with him its been fine. He’s always respected me, and I’ve always respected him, so I would say
its good.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
This didn’t really make me feel uncomfortable per say…I know early on, maybe my first year in
the lab, the way his office is situated you can see the volleyball courts and he made a comment
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once, maybe twice, that he had a nice view because he could see the girls playing. It didn’t make
me uncomfortable it just made me roll my eyes. Two reasons, I’m not straight and that kind of
behavior annoys me in general and I don’t make comments about men like that all the time and
don’t think its necessary. B, it’s not appropriate in the workplace, but I let that stuff go
because…that’s how guys talk sometimes. Not that I’m saying it’s an excuse for it, but it wasn’t
like a huge red flag, I just roll my eyes and ignore it.
There was a Christmas party that we had, and you may have already heard this but someone
rearranged his magnets on his fridge to spell Cock. He sent an email asking everyone who did
this and asked one specific girl that used to work in the lab and she said she pleads to the fifth
and he sent another email (the entire thread was cc-d to the entire lab) and said, “well that type
of thing would be available if the right person would ask.” I did not feel harassed by that. I
figured he was just making a joke but at the same time I found that wildly inappropriate and
would never send an email about it if that had been my house. I would just think someone was
trying to be funny and let it go. It was one email thread that everyone was Cc’d on.
said that I was there… we had a publication in early 2019 and we were trying to submit a
cover page for the journal and Dave asked her to make it and there was a comment he made to
her like, “you can’t make art because you are art.” I know it happened, but I can’t remember if I
was personally there and heard it happen. You just don’t say that kind of thing to a student.
One other comment…I think it was my first or second year in the lab and we went sailing, me,
Dave,
, and
. And I’m not familiar with sailboats and there’s a thing where you tie a
cleat hitch and he asked me if I had trouble finding the clit. Everyone thought it was funny and I
felt uncomfortable at the time because he didn’t know I was gay and I didn’t know how to
respond. It was funny and clearly a joke, but certainly overtly sexual and would have been
inappropriate for a work setting. We weren’t at the workplace, so it didn’t make me feel it was
something that was really that inappropriate/unprofessional given where we were but probably
not something you should say to students.
In a lab meeting we were talking about how a protein functions and he referred to the protein as
it’s blowing its wad. I rolled my eyes at that and didn’t know why he had to explain things that
way and thought that it was inappropriate. There is certainly a theme of making things sexual.
He makes a lot of jokes.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
The only things that I know about are the email that started the whole thing. I saw the email day
one from
. I am good friends with
and
and he showed it to me and asked me
how to handle it.
I remember Dave was talking to
for a while one night at the Wilbury and it seemed flirty.
I believe he may have bought her drinks. I wasn’t there to witness that, I believe I heard that.
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Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
First one was I’ve heard from two different people who have spoken to
, I don’t know how
to say her last name, but she used to work in the lab and there was a Christmas party and Dave
kissed her on the neck and told her he would do more, but he would get fired.
I know he asked both
and
if they would go to Japan with him when he had a
conference. He was supposed to go with his wife, but they divorced, and he had this romantic
trip planned and he invited both of them to go with him.
I know a former graduate student
…all I’ve heard is he invaded her personal space. I
don’t have any more details on that. I have since learned more – apparently there was some sort
of relationship between Dave and
at the same time that she was also in some sort of
relationship with a former graduate student of Dave,
. It sounds like a weird
situation but I don't know anything more than that.
Regarding pool parties and sailing, with people drinking and wearing bathing suits, does that
get awkward or instigate situations?
I can’t say that I’ve ever felt uncomfortable at a lab pool party or on the sailboat. With the sailing
I think its only ever been men that have gone. I’ve only been twice. The pool parties…there’s
always a lot of people there so I can’t say that its ever been that uncomfortable.
Apparently Dave made a comment to
and a former lab member
. They were at
Dave’s house for a pool party and everyone had left but I think
and
were the last
two there and were still in the pool and Dave asked them to leave because he and his ex-wife
wanted to get naked in the pool. I didn’t witness Dave saying that, someone told me he said that,
but I could certainly see him saying it.
I know that in our most recent Christmas party we were doing a secret Santa and you had to
guess who your Santa was and originally if you guessed wrong you had to drink and then we
restructured it so that you have four guesses and then if you get it wrong then you have to drink.
If someone would have pushed back and said, no, I don’t want to drink because I have to drive,
that wouldn’t have been a problem. If Dave has bought drinks for
before I feel like
that’s being pushy because you feel obligated to drink it since the person paid for it.
The alcohol is supplied by Dave, but others bring their own alcohol…it’s a mix. I would say that
some of the grad students partake in marijuana at the pool parties and but it’s what they’ve
brought themselves. Nothing provided by Dave.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
No. That’s a complicated thing. The only time that I’ve ever told Dave to be careful with
something was when he was discussing grades…one student’s grade and he kind of made a
comment on how that person did in front of another student. I told him he needed to be careful,
that he could violate FERPA by saying things like that. He understood but that’s the only time
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that I’ve ever told him to watch it. I was his TA for that class and I don’t want that kind of thing
to affect me.
It might be a sigh or an eyeroll. I don’t think anyone would feel comfortable telling him he can’t
say things. It’s a power dynamic where you have a lot of people who need a letter of
recommendation and no one wants to create an enemy. Even grad students like
, her
boyfriend just joined the lab. No one wants to say anything because you don’t know what the
repercussions will be. A lot of people will roll their eyes and then say, “why is he saying things
like this.”
What impact have these incidents had on you?
I’m not very productive right now. There’s a lot of anxiety. I have an NIH fellowship application
that is going to be reviewed in less than two weeks and I’m worried this will impact that. Any
sort of employment decision is up to the university. I will go on record and say Dave should be
fired for these things. It’s toxic and perpetuates a culture that is damaging to women and is part
of a bigger societal problem and shouldn’t be tolerated at all. While I think Dave should be
terminated for these things…kissing the student on the neck…that’s too much and knowing that
could affect my fellowship and career opportunities…there’s a lot of anxiety. I have a
Grandmother who is dying of cancer and will be the first grandparent I will have lost and have
been depressed since New Year’s and this has not helped.
I would describe it as a hostile work environment and I don’t know if Dave knows that I know and
when he asks me if I chatted with
about her project, I don’t know what to say because
she isn’t coming in as much and she filed a report and I don’t know how to say, “she’s not working
much now because of you.” I don’t want to be there and I’m doing the bare minimum…my
teaching and letting time pass. This is the same for a lot of people in the lab. There is a lot of
stress and anxiety and that reaches outside our lab there’s a lot of people in our building who are
concerned.
Is there anyone who you believe we should speak to regarding this matter?
certainly.
would be good to talk to. An undergrad in our lab named
, her email address is,
. I’ve just heard Dave has maybe made her feel
uncomfortable but I don’t have any more details than that.
.
She’s an undergrad and was at FAMU but left that program.
Is there anything you would like to share that I have not asked you?
I think I kind of summed it all up. It feels like a hostile work environment and as much as I depend
on Dave for things…I don’t think someone that behaves this way…based on what I’m hearing
Dave is a bit of a sexual predator with the way he talks to people. I would not be surprised if
Dave has slept with a student especially with the things I’ve heard in the last month and a half.
That’s why I wanted to talk to the Dean.
Has anyone else in the lab group been similarly inappropriate? Following Dr. Gilbert’s
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Dave's behavior has not become so pervasive that it has trickled down and made people think its
ok to behave this way. Its actually become a deterrent | think.
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Date: 2/24/2020
Start Time: 11:00 a.m.
Name:
Position: Assoc Professor
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am an Associate Professor in College of Medicine’s Biomedical Science Department. 9 years.
What are your job duties? Who is your supervisor?
Richard Nowakowski is my supervisor.
How do you know David Gilbert?
We were co-executive committee members on Genomics. I feel like I know Dave from a colleague
at my previous institution. They are in the same field. Before I got here, I was sort of made aware
of Dave. I consider him a friend. I’m friends with his wife; now ex-wife. I know his sisters…I used
to watch their dog. We are colleagues, but we are also friends.
I go months without seeing Dave and there is no…other than the Genomics which is no longer
active, there was really no crossover other than maybe seminars. I serve on a lot of committees
for students in the Biological Sciences department and particularly on the committee of one of
Dave’s students. There is no hierarchal relationship.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
No.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
Friendly, collegial…Like I said I know his family and they recently lost their child. I was there with
them through that. It’s beyond just collegial. It’s not like I talk to him on the phone. My
friendship with him is mostly through his ex-wife, Kathy.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
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inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
No.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
No.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
Only this recent situation. A student in my department brought this to my attention out of
concern for Dave. She didn’t name the students involved. I was also told by
and he
told me it was already reported. That was kind of the extent of my interactions with the email.
That is the only time a student has come to me about Dave. They came to me…not so much
about the incident but…it was kind of out of character for Dave and they were concerned for his
mental health because of the recent loss of his son.
I reached out to
to see…to find out what happened. I have not told Dave’s family. I
don’t feel like it’s my place. I haven’t even spoken to Dave about the email either.
I didn’t report the email because I was told it was already reported. I told the student that came
to me about it, that I would try my best to have Dave’s family support him, but it’s also
complicated because I don’t feel it’s my place to tell them. Dave’s life is difficult right now
because they are just finalizing their divorce and then his son killed himself.
I have never heard anything about Dave like this before. I take that type of thing seriously.
Have you ever been present for any social outings or activities hosted by Dr. Gilbert?
Yes. It seems like the students enjoyed themselves. The pool party would be for a graduation
for a student. I was over for a Thanksgiving and nothing inappropriate happened. I went once
for an event at Dave’s then beach house and it also seemed appropriate. You might…I don’t
know what the recommendation is in terms of faculty socializing…probably it makes it
complicated, but I think Dave was truly trying to make a nice experience for the students…reward
them for their hard work.
I have never been to Dave’s house, where he lives after his separation and divorce.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
No. Nothing…the truth is I don’t see Dave all that often because we are not in the same building.
I truly go months without seeing Dave. At the parties I attended, Kathy was there and there was
nothing inappropriate.
What impact have these incidents had on you?
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It puts me in a tricky spot. | would like for Dave to tell his ex-wife..not me. The student who
approached me... know that it’s just buzzingwith the students right now and so from a women
faculty they look to me and the women in STEM is a big thing... think people need to be mindful
of Dave's loss..| feel like the behavior is not who he is and he’s not in the right place right now.
With HR matters t's private but if there was some way to stop the buzz. Mostof the students in
my department...ts third hand information and | don't think they could really contribute.
1s there anything you would like to share that | have not asked you?
I know you guys know his son committed suicide and Dave, he's not...he didn't seem to process
it and it happened right after he and Kathy finalized their divorce. That's two major losses and |
saw the email but I'm still extremely sympathetic to Dave because of his loss. | do take
harassment seriously, | just think that the email was 50 self-destructive..that it wasn't Dave. It
was his grief or something. |think Dave has been a good colleague to a lot of us women.
By signing this document | am confirming that| have been given the opportunity to review
these notes; that the contents reflect, to the best of my knowledge, an accurate description of
the incidents) or subjects described; and that | have given these statements in good faith.
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Date: 2/25/2020
Start Time: 10:30 a.m.
Name:
Position: Graduate Student
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I don’t have a current affiliation. I graduated in December 2019. I was a PHD student in the
Biological Sciences Department. I was there for five and a half years. I started in August in 2014
and finished in December 2019.
Who is your major professor?
My major professor was
How do you know David Gilbert?
I took a class with him in 2014 and then I rotated in his lab for about two months. I ended up
dropping that class and took an undergrad class. I still went to the class to audit it but wasn’t
officially enrolled.
Did he have any supervisory authority over you?
Well he is a faculty in the Biology department. He was not my direct supervisor, but he was an
authority figure. Also, during those two months when I rotated into his lab, he was my advisor.
In class, he was the instructor.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
I guess I always tried to keep my distance because he was overly friendly and that made me
uncomfortable. I was trying to be professional but also trying to have a working relationship with
him when I rotated through his lab. When that ended…I was never really very close with him. I
also gave a guest lecture in two of his classes; once in 2017 and then another in 2019. I don’t
remember the exact dates, but we met briefly for one of those times. He was fine. Those were
the only contacts that I had other than recruitment activities where faculty and students were
encouraged to attend the activities.
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The relationship…I didn’t really have a relationship with him apart from those events. There was
one time after that because of giving that guest lecture we were in contact with each other and
he was in Japan. He had my phone number because we would have done some recruitment
collaboration and he interacted with me through text and I thought that was weird, but it didn’t
feel like any harassment. I tried not to be rude, so I did reply back. I ignored his text messages
at some point, but I did try not to be rude with him.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
Yes. Those texts that I mentioned. Again, I don’t know what the extent of that was because I
didn’t reply to all of them. I just thought it was weird that he texted me. Some texts were
academic related because of the lecture I gave but then it switched to personal. He was traveling
to Japan and as a friendly note I would sign my emails, “have fun in Japan” and Dr. Gilbert would
send me pictures of his surroundings. It was personal, but it wasn’t too personal. There was one
time we were at a recruitment activity and we talked about something and then he started
texting me about going canoeing together. He didn’t really say anything other than that and I
just let it go. There wasn’t anything else. That was the most personal thing.
Do you have a tattoo on your back, a mandala?
Yes.
Was there an interaction with Dr. Gilbert where he was touching your tattoo?
I think that was in my first year. I do remember that time. I think it was Dr. Gilbert’s birthday,
but I don’t remember if he just mentioning my tattoo or if he touched it. The other person that
mentioned it remembers him touching me…I think I know who she is because she mentioned it
to me, but I didn’t want to say it myself because I don’t remember. Dr. Gilbert’s Birthday party
was at his house, but I think it was a recruitment activity also.
Its not something that I can pinpoint, it’s just a flirty atmosphere sometimes. That’s how he
comes off…flirty and that can be uncomfortable with many people. It wasn’t all the time or that
direct, but it did feel that way sometimes.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
Witnessed…um…I have a vague idea but I don’t think I can remember the details. I can’t answer
that.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
Yeah, I mean talking to my friends at the Biology department, I know of at least four people that
feel uncomfortable and one more than others.
who is a former grad student she
mentioned that she had received many emails and texts from him for the past four years after
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she graduated and as recent as a year ago she was still receiving emails from him. | don't know
the content of the emails, but I know it made her feel uncomfortable. I think they had a
friendship..or maybe they were friendly or maybe she thought he was a friend and then
something switched. | do not know the extent of that relationship at all just know he continued
to send her emails like fouryears after she graduated.
1 know
we entered the program at the same time. She is stil in the Biology
department
and she has Dr. Gilbert as part ofher committee and she was in thelabat the same
time Iwas. She sald she felt uncomfortable in her one-on-one meetings with him. Nothing ever
happened in them, she just fet like she needed to keep her distance from Dr. Gilbert that | know
of. Ihink she has the same feeling that do that he's overly friendly or flirty.
“The last two people | know don't really know specifics
1 don't remember any
specifics, but | remember her saying she felt uncomfortable
with him.
is the last person.the only thing she mentioned to me was that she received an
inappropriate email from him.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
No, I didn't. The only thing | did do was keep my distance or stop replying to his text messages.
What impact have these incidents had on you?
1 mean for instance | didn't join his ab because | didn't feel comfortable with him. It wasn't only
the fact that he made me uncomfortable, but it was the difference in our personality and we
did't get along. | wouldn't be able to professionally work with him in one-on-one situations
because he makes me uncomfortable. Secondly, I do feel that the female grad students..and
undergrads probably feel the same way..just the fact that there is a person ina department like
that.it has an overall impact on the department. Fm not saying everyone feels that way but ts
probablya commonality.
1s there anything you would like to share that | have not asked you?
No. 1 don't want to exaggerate and dort want to relay information that is very vague to me.
By signing this document, 1am confirming that | have been given the opportunity to review
these notes; that the contents reflect,to the best of my knowledge, an accurate description of
the incident(s) o subjects described; and that | have given these statements in good faith.
Acknowledged by:
Notes Prepared by
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Date: 2/26/2020
Start Time: 2:00 p.m.
Name:
Position: Assoc Prof
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am an Associate Professor in the Department of Biological Science and have been there for ten
years.
Who is your supervisor?
Thomas Houpt is my supervisor. He is the Chairman of the department.
How do you know David Gilbert?
He’s the person who hired me…well he was the Chair of the search committee that hired me. He
was the first person with FSU that I spoke with. He is in the Genotype Phenotype group and is
one of the leaders. He is a friend, a mentor, and a colleague. All of those things.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
He doesn’t have official supervisor authority. He is a leader in the field with a big foot print.
Earned. That has zero bearing on our interactions but he’s a bigger fish than I am. He has no
authority over me he’s just a big guy in the field.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
Our relationship hasn’t changed at all over time. I guess…it’s interesting...he hired me. I work
on a lot of committees with Dave and we have a lot of shared interests. He’s generally the Chair
of those committees and I’m a worker bee. He gets stuff done. Our relationship is exactly what
it was when I came in and it continues. And it has been good. I don’t know how much of an
editorial you want on this, but Dave is a strong personality. It can be a pain but like I said he gets
stuff done. He’s a strong personality to work with and I don’t expect that to change. Outside of
work, We both enjoy music and he’s always been eager for me to play music with him. He has
that bold phenotype…I’m more of a reserved person. I’ve gone to see him when he’s played. I’ve
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only been to a couple parties at his house for probably when I was hired and two people when
they left. It reflects I’m not a group social person if that makes sense.
I would characterize our relationship as friendly.
We had a stem cell consortium meeting that was in Indian Pass and the reception for that
meeting was at his beach house. Most things I’ve been to have been tied back to some academic
affiliation. I’ve talked about playing music with Dave but because of me and my reluctance to
play publically I don’t play with him.
I don’t know if Dave and I have ever just gone out for a beer. Certainly friendly…I’m sure we are
friends, but I don’t think I’ve ever called him up for a beer, which I do with my other colleagues.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
No.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
So…I will give that a tentative no…because I don’t know what uncomfortable is. I have heard
Dave say sexist things and it wasn’t so much uncomfortable, but it was more like, “wow, I
wouldn’t do that.”
I have no idea what meeting it was but I think it was in the Chairman’s office or some committee
and San Diego State came up and
mentioned to me that Dave stopped, paused
and kicked back and said, “oh I’m just thinking about those San Diego State girls” and
was
rightly offended and said she “felt like she needed to go take a shower.” I was either there right
after that or she may have called me to her office to say, “can you believe he said that?” I didn’t
hear it first-hand but heard it soon after that.
There was a party at…I believe it was for recruitment of the new students and there was a
wonderful graduate student and we were all in a circle talking and Dave left for a second and I
don’t know what else was said but he looked at the graduate student and he said, “here, hold my
beer” and it sticks in my head because it wasn’t cool…it was both a power play and demeaning
as I perceived it. I don’t think I’m hyper sensitive to those things. I grabbed the beer so she didn’t
have to hold it.
We were on our way to a meeting in a van and we were stopped at a traffic light and Dave was
ogling or rolling his window down to talk to women in an adjacent car saying he was “trying to
help the single guys in this van.” What bothered me about that is its creating a culture…the
previous party thing affected me because it was an ungrateful way to treat that student. The van
thing…if you indoctrinate or make a kid think this is funny or cool then that’s a problem.
We were interviewing a job candidate…we were at Harry’s or one of those downtown places and
there was an attractive bartender and Dave was going up to the bar a lot more than just for a
drink and he said to me, “I’m married but it doesn’t mean I can’t get my horn dog on.” He made
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that comment to me and another person that was there. I think the candidate was in the
bathroom.
- Dave appeared in
lab and asked, “how do you get all the hot students in
your lab?”
is such a good guy and later on he told me about that comment. We were both
incredulous. I’m ashamed to say it but I should apologize to you, Dave, and
because
and I just laughed it off and said, “can you believe that just happened?” What I mean by apologize
to each of those people is that out of respect to all involved if I have said something/anything to
any of these things earlier then perhaps things for Dave,
and you would be different
today…and for that I am sorry My recollection of that is vivid and events leading up to that…I’m
not sure if I was there.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
There’s only…this is a comment on…nothing surprises me which tells you the frequency of these
things happening.
This is where…people have shared a lot with me. I have become very uncomfortable talking
about it only because I’ve heard things that are simply unbelievable. I heard he kissed a student
on the neck. Which is unbelievable for me. When I said he’s a friend and a mentor I can’t
reconcile those things and why its difficult and unbelievable.
There’s a student who is in my opinion is…
who is extraordinary and doesn’t want to
talk about it but finds Dave creepy. When such a bright and kind-hearted student has to deal
with that when they are dealing with a lot of other stuff is terrible. I think the students that I
have sent to his lab…I teach four hundred students a year and if they say they are interested in
microbiology then I have said yeah you should work with Dave who is a giant in the field.
Someone like
is in therapy because of that lab. I don’t…nothing sexually
inappropriate I think…she was one of our best undergraduates period and I suggested Dave’s lab
because she’s a top student and he’s a top lab and I think she found it difficult. He’s a strong
personality and can be. I am not part of Dave’s lab meetings but wouldn’t be surprised of
mentoring students in a way that I wouldn’t. Pushing them hard or berating them. I’ve suggested
some extraordinary students to his lab and when you hear they had a rough time there its tough.
Its gutting when you hear that.
who is in grad school somewhere…I know nothing about what happened, someone
just said that she is someone you should talk to.
was one of my favorite students as
well.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
No, nothing direct. When he handed that beer to the student I saw as an obnoxious power play
and intercepted it. Did that even make a blip on the radar…no. I intercepted that for her…not
for Dave.
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What impact have these incidents had on you?
Do you remember how I said processing and talking about stuff is important…perhaps I haven’t
processed it and I hadn’t even talked to my wife about this and someone told her, and she called
me the other day to ask what was going on. There is this person in my life who I have tremendous
scientific respect for and consider friendly who apparently…
I have become emotional about sending students to his lab. That is how it affects me directly. It
affects my lab because I see
hurt in my lab and she switches from shame to rage. I am
super happy I can be there for her, but the situation is not good. Productivity in my lab is trivial
compared to recognizing what could be a problem. Having said all of that I don’t recognize any
differences in my day to day life. I am largely unaffected.
Is there anyone who you believe we should speak to regarding this matter?
.
Is there anything you would like to share that I have not asked you?
That lab is a tight knit group and if I wanted to know…I’ve heard about these things…the party
and the boat and remember when I talked about the van and I said I view that as an indoctrination
into a bad culture. I would think if you really want to know what’s going on then, the people he
is closest too…speak to those in his lab. That’s the only thing I would say. Clearly there is this
low-level pattern, and with this I encountered something that was so off the charts…it’s not like...I
had no choice but to file that and now that I play back all those little things, I hope there aren’t
any big things there. The only way to know that is to look in the culture of that lab and they may
not even realize. If am the closest faculty which I might be, and I don’t know the culture of that
lab then that lab is the key to understanding what’s going on in my opinion.
__________________________________________________________________________
By signing this document, I am confirming that I have been given the opportunity to review
these notes; that the contents reflect, to the best of my knowledge, an accurate description of
the incident(s) or subjects described; and that I have given these statements in good faith.
Acknowledged by

________ ________ Date: 03 /25_/2020_

Notes Prepared by: ___Shannon Byrum________________Date: __03/_25/20
Shannon Byrum
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Date: 2/27/2020
Start Time: 9:00 a.m.
Name:
Position: Graduate Student
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am a graduate student in the Biological Sciences Department. Cell and Molecular Biology. I
joined in August 2016 so this is the start of my fourth year.
Who is your supervisor?
Hengli Tang is my major professor.
How do you know David Gilbert?
For the first year on the first week you have orientation and you are supposed to approach at
least six professors to talk about research and your interest in rotating into their lab and spending
eight weeks to see their techniques to see if you want to join. You only choose three to do your
rotations. Before coming here, I knew that I needed to choose three professors. I am an
international student and maybe a little anxious and had things ready to go. I met with my PI
and two other professors a week before classes started to set my rotations. On my week of
orientation, I confirmed with those three professors. But I still needed to get three others to sign
off, even if I wasn’t going to do a rotation in their labs. I can’t remember the first time I saw Dave,
because he was my biology professor that semester, but remember going to his office. From the
start of the interview the conversation was completely not about science and completely
different compared to the conversations I had with the other professors who discussed projects,
work, and the techniques in their lab. With Dave it was asking “where are you from?” “where is
your family?” Completely unprofessional. He told me about having in his home a student from
Spain for like a high school exchange. Dave asked me when I got to Tallahassee and where was I
staying. To this day I still don’t know what Dave’s lab does because he never explained it to me.
What I do know I learned from other students. Even though I wasn’t interested in Dave’s lab he
could have explained more to me rather than asking personal questions. I remember standing
at the door to Dave’s office not wanting to go in because I had that feeling…“why is your
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conversation so different.” The first impression personally for me was maybe he is just an overly
friendly person but it made me really want to take a step back and keep a distance with him.
Dave was my molecular biology teacher in Fall 2016…this was my first semester. That class was
horrible and that’s the reputation that it has. Two teachers teach this class, Hank Bass’ class is
completely happy and then Dave’s class is …with the excuse of making the class talkative he will
call your name and call you out to answer the questions but he would laugh or smirk if you don’t
know the answer. I feel there is a better way to phrase it or explain it. There is a huge list of
students that apply to the department and maybe only eight students are accepted but you have
to be on the top ten percent to make it. Dave’s overall persona…he is blunt and says, “you’re
dumb” and “you should read this and if you don’t understand it something is wrong with you.”
If you go to a lecture and you don’t have a question to ask, then your dumb. Even though you
are in a science environment you should be inspired but when someone makes you feel like a
failure because you can’t answer a question or don’t have a question to ask…it shouldn’t be like
that.
Dave gives this friendly portrayal that he really wants to chat with you but it makes me
uncomfortable because I don’t want to be friends with faculty. I do my job and discuss work and
that’s it. My first rotation was with Hengli and I had to go meet with him and every time I went
by or walking towards my lab Dave would call me and stop me to talk. We do not have any
scientific or professional base for speaking but since I took his class I thought maybe he wanted
to discuss an assignment and that wasn’t the case. Other professors will wave but won’t stop
you to speak like Dave does. That comparison in my head is very different in that even with all
the professors that I rotated with or TA’d with they don’t talk to me about anything other than
my work, so why does Dave? And if I don’t TA for you or rotate in your lab and have no comment
on my grades why do you speak on random things to me? If I see him walking I will go in a
different direction because I don’t feel comfortable with his behavior and don’t want to talk to
him.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
Not other than the one class I took with him because I chose not to put him on my committee.
You have five advisors…the PI and four other advisors. My PI offered professors that are usually
on our committee and he suggested Gilbert and I said no and that I would choose myself. I choose
a project that I didn’t need Dave for. With replication timing stuff Dave knows about DNA
damage and there is a project on viruses causing DNA damage and he was on a committee of one
of those students and now he’s on the committee of another student in the lab. Because they
need that advice but I’m honestly not sure he really gives the students advice.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
I was outside drinking water and Dave called out to me to come to his office. He called me and I
pretended not to listen and then he called my name louder so I would hear him and go to his
office. He wanted to talk about…around that time there was a lot of horrible political things
happening in my country and I don’t know what he asked me but it was around that issue. I
remember I didn’t want to talk to him and he kept calling me and made it loud enough to make
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it where I had to go to his office. Honestly there is no reason why I would need to go to his office.
There are other professors on the other side of the hall that have never called me to their offices.
Usually the professors would ask people to mind their own business and if a student comes to
them then that’s fine.
Dave would call me into his office at least once a week during the semester I was in his class.
Even though I saw him on Tuesdays and Thursdays he would still call me in his office. The first
rotation was in Hengli Tang’s lab the second rotation I started further down the hall in that lab
and I didn’t need to be so close and go around a different hallway so Dave wouldn’t see me
walking in. That second half of the semester it diminished. In spring 2017 I was in Biology 1 and
in a completely different building and I wouldn’t be near his office so much. After that I joined
Hengli Tang’s lab and moved closer to Dave’s office and I was teaching over in HSC and I would
run into him when he was teaching and it made me uncomfortable because I had to walk in the
same direction. I remember walking really fast if I saw him to try to avoid him and Dave would
walk faster to try to catch up and talk to me. I remember one day I was leaving class and he was
behind me and sped up to talk to me. I thought he was going to about to talk about a paper and
that conversation was nothing personal but it was like he kind of forced me to talk to him. You
don’t do that unless it’s your friend and you would say, “oh wait for me and let me walk with
you” …you wouldn’t speed up and walk with a student. The teacher I taught that class with if I
was walking behind him he would continue to walk and meet me at the classroom. He wouldn’t
speed up to walk with me. Maybe it’s not something so explicit but it is different than the
behavior of other professors.
He has not directly invited me off campus. I was a friend of one of his students and she invited
me to go to his house and on the boat and I said no. This was my personal decision. On
recruitment weekends faculty would host a party at their house and have the current student’s
talk to new students and I didn’t go to them. I went to one and Dave was there and I remember
having a conversation with him and it was uncomfortable but I don’t remember what we said. It
was at another professor’s house and I went with a friend. It was in 2017. After that was the
beach house invitation and I said no.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
For this part…when he would make comments about the specific situation in my
country…Venezuela…it’s hard to explain without crying, about how I grew up. My generation
went through this disruption of the economy going down, riots happening, universities closing
down. There is a lot of trauma from that that people wouldn’t know unless I told them. In 2017
there was a really chaotic situation of riots and specific protests that the government would make
violent and would kill students from my university. I am trying to explain why any comment he
made really set me into a really bad space in my head. It affected my work in the sense that I
remember tears running down my face and I would continue working. It comes from PTSD that
I experienced from things happening in 2017 and seeing the news brings back very deep wounds
to the surface. From my experience in protests from 2014, then similar things happened in 2017
and hat was bringing a lot of trauma back. In the sense that over the course of years different
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sectors, students, faculty, or doctors would protest because of lack of medicine and money for
the universities to stay open. Our universities in Venezuela are public and based on the tuition
you pay the professors which is horrible but if the government doesn’t give money labs close and
you can’t graduate. The PTSD comes from going with my friends and protesting and being
present in the violence and running away and deciding I couldn’t stay in my country to pursue
my PhD which is something I wanted to do and couldn’t do in my home. I chose not to go so far
away from my country so if something happens to my family, I can be close.
I don’t know how much of these things people would know but now Venezuela doesn’t have a
US embassy anymore and no flights. In 2017 violent riots started again and there were power
outages for days. So, for days I would not know if my family was alive or if my dad went to work
and came back because he worked in the middle of that area. Even though all of these things are
happening I am here and I have job to do and I have to do lab. I would approach my lab mates
and let them know why I was upset but tell them not to worry about me. I was really sad and
stressed in a bad position in the spring of 2017.
With the protests I remember specifically one day…the police were supporting the government
and kind of our enemy and they brought the violence…they took students…my undergrad wing
which I still had friends there and they put them on a truck and threw tear gas and closed the
doors to the truck. Human rights were being violated. There is a documentary by an independent
film maker trying to highlight so many human rights violations in 2017. Even though it’s been
going on since 2010. I remember not knowing if it was my friends or my boyfriend’s brother
because it was so far away and you couldn’t tell. It was a stressful time where you had to ignore
the bad things while at work and then deal with all of it when you go home for the day. I can’t
remember what happened first, if it was the email or recruitment weekend but at the moment
the protests were not documented very well but a lot of people were trying to give awareness of
what was happening. A newspaper from the US would have articles about what was happening
which is good for those outside of Venezuela to see. Right now, there are riots going on in India
and I have friends in India going through this and I don’t find that it’s a good idea to look those
articles up and send to my friends especially when the pictures are really explicit. I remember
Dave sent me an article from the New York Times and they were showing shortages of food and
medicine and people were dying from starvation and infections. At that moment my
grandmother was sick and I didn’t need a reminder that she can’t have medicine. Maybe to
another person it would have been fine but I was reading that as I walked to my building and it
made me cry. If you wanted to show that you are there for me and if you are really a good person
and want to support me, you don’t highlight the painful things, you say, “I heard about this and
I’m here for you.” You don’t shove it into someone’s face.
I remember this was on a recruitment weekend and we have a poster session and I remember
being in a group of grad students…and I didn’t know all of them and we were chatting and Dave
comes in and he talks directly to me and mentions how it sucks that our Venezuelan monetary
system is basically worthless…it’s kind of like, this piece of paper is worth more than a stack of
my country’s money which he probably read online. It’s not the place to talk about politics. My
thought was, the conversation was not about politics it was about science, why did you come in
and disrupt the conversation and talk about something irrelevant. I mean what did he expect me
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to say? Yes, this is a fact? So, I laughed and said yeah. What if I had cried right there? What
kind of reaction did he expect? Thankfully other students were there and my memory is bad
right now but I know that conversation stopped and he went to talk to someone else and I stayed
there and my friend just patted me on my back and said “let’s go.”
In 2018 or 2019…I would have to google it to confirm but there were more protests and there
were some…our government is illegitimate because the leader chose himself …its complicated.
Another opposing party can say he acts as the interim president during elections. When that
happened, many countries came in and said we don’t recognize this dictator of Venezuela
because we have seen all the fraudulent things. Some countries said if what this new guy is saying
is true and we will support him and one was President Trump…or his administration said we
recognize him and we realize the horrible situation in Venezuela and we will support him and try
to work with him so they can work with their citizens. Everything is so chaotic and my country
doesn’t have paper to make passports and mine expired last year in May. This new president
said can we work out where immigration will accept his proposal saying your passport is not
expired for five more years and the US government said yes we will recognize that. Publicly the
US was supporting the minority of people in Venezuela and that made Gilbert think that
automatically I’m a Trump supporter. And he is not. I’m an international student and am not
involved in US politics but to him my perception is something bad. Dave was accusing me of
being a Trump supporter. The tone he came into my lab with and the way he came into my lab
just to ask me if I am now a Trump supporter in an insulting way and I don’t think he would
address a colleague or US citizen like that. I remember Dave asking me what was going on in my
country right then and said sarcastically that the US is supporting us and now everything fine
because Trump is supporting us. At that moment the power outages were ongoing and protest
were still in place and the illegitimate government had control over guns and violent weapons
and they were essentially retaliating and killing a lot of innocent people. I believe that instance
was not appropriate at all for a work environment. It made me feel really uncomfortable and sad
overall because he came in just to drop that bomb and ask me what the plan was...which is people
dying, that’s the answer. He said something else and I said I don’t even know what’s happening
and I don’t want to talk about this and he left. That was the first time I bluntly told Dave I didn’t
want to talk about things like that. I don’t think he has brought it up again since then.
I think he emailed me once but could be twice. I remember that email that day specifically and I
recall maybe around that time I was by the door in his office and he told me he was reading about
this. I will look for those emails and send to you.
I didn’t talk to Dr. Tang about anything. Dr. Tang…we have a very professional relationship.
When my personal life…I had to take my dog to an emergency vet. Maybe other students have
confided in Dr. Tang but I haven’t.
The camera—I know I was doing a lot of RNA extractions at that time and it was in between
summer and fall of…2018-2019. I remember it was early that day and I was in the middle of an
experiment and if you breath to hard your breath will degrade what I was working with. I was
doing my own thing and Dave is very loud when he speaks. He went into his lab and spoke to
someone and came into my lab holding the camera and said, “oh look this is the new boat camera
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that I bought.” He was making comments on the quality of the filming and I was standing working
on my things and he came in and put it really close to my face, and obviously I’m not comfortable
with this and I turned. I didn’t say anything at that second and so when I turned he continued to
film me…I believe he was filming me because he mentioned, “if you move it the camera stays.”
It was this huge thing that was in …my personal space. My lab…in that corner of the lab its right
next to the door and I was alone and it happened fast but he stayed and filmed me for five
minutes. It was too close to me and I couldn’t throw my things at him (which is what I really
wanted to do) and I was thinking I want to save my experiment so I can’t speak, and can’t breathe
too hard and I can’t drop what I’m doing and turn and say I don’t like this… I can’t remember if I
said I don’t like this or please don’t film me…I remember I finally said something like “no, don’t
film me” and one of my lab mates came in and she was on the chemical hood and then he left
laughing and being loud and having excitement over his camera. This other student and I stayed
uncomfortable and wondering why he behaved like this but it’s kind of a given that his behavior
is a little off. We were thankful he left. Some of the students liked him and felt comfortable. No
one I know of outside of Dave’s students like him or find his behavior normal or funny. I know it
happened fast and he didn’t touch me physically but it definitely did not feel ok. I have never
had a professor take a picture of me without announcing it or for the group lab. I can’t
understand why you would film someone or come into a lab that’s not yours and it personally
makes me uncomfortable. I’m not a person who likes Instagram and photos…I don’t like that.
Even with my own friends I am the person who is not willing to be in the picture. I ended up
ruining my experiment. I felt trapped because I couldn’t move. I had to ruin what I was
doing…there was not a corner so I could have walked away but that would ruin my experiment.
When I turned and said don’t, my pipes and tubes were exposed. And it definitely made me feel
like I was frozen and couldn’t move. I wanted to push his camera away but I couldn’t touch things
with my gloves. And even though I felt the way I did, in my head I thought you still have to be
respectful. All of my responses to Dave were always polite and I don’t know if it is submissive
but it is polite. I cannot answer to him in the same tone of voice that I would want to and I literally
wanted to push him away and I couldn’t move. It’s not a position of power because technically
Dave can’t do anything to me. But he is a professor and I can’t be disrespectful. I can’t yell.. I
can’t behave in a way that I feel like I’m protecting myself. It made me feel very uncomfortable,
I couldn’t move or decide what to do fast enough.
Sometimes the Department has coffee carts and the professors will go and speak with the
students and if Dave’s there I don’t want to go. I chose to stay very much away to prevent Dave
from thinking that I am ok with him speaking to me. Dave says things that are dismissive or make
you feel less than other students and maybe some have taken it harder than others. Some
students may have felt, “this is horrible” where Dave’s students think it’s completely normal. I
do wonder about that. I stopped being friends with the girl in his lab because I wanted to avoid
all situations that might draw Dave there. This particular student didn’t tell me but her friend
told me she wanted to join Dave’s lab and during his rotation there was an instance where they
met and Dave said he “wanted to speak to her father because she is too dumb to be in this
program.”
. Her father was a Bio Tech. She’s in my lab but we are not close and one
of my friends in the lab told me. I know that she has said before that she was grateful that Dave
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is on her committee. Her project is related to DNA and Dave told her straight to her face she’s
dumb. After those instances she didn’t want to join Dave’s lab even though that’s what she came
for. I don’t know what else could have happened because she decided to go back to Hengli Tang’s
lab.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
Nothing really stands out right now because I avoided places that Dave would be and I may not
be the best person to ask. If he was in coffee cart I wouldn’t have been there.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
Things that I’ve heard is that in general female students feel uncomfortable with Dave. One of
my senior students from the lab…remember I said in the first weeks I felt things were off and
wanted to put distance between us? Well…
…she didn’t tell me the details…but before
she was very good friends with two people in Dave’s lab. They’ve already graduated and this
happened maybe four years ago but he was on her committee and she decide to take him off.
Probably more things happened that she didn’t feel comfortable telling me and I didn’t want to
ask...the two people were a couple and these two students were Dave’s lab and he would talk to
the girl and tell her that
was trying to steal her boyfriend from her when they were just
friends and that eventually eliminated the friendship because the girl wouldn’t trust
and
would be reactive towards her boyfriend when he would want to talk to
. Losing that
friendship isolated her and she spent a whole year trying to make new friends. This is something
that he shouldn’t be giving an opinion because he alienated someone.
I do think every time Dave would talk to me about these political things…I don’t think his
intentions were to truly help or be empathetic. It’s why he would call people out and expect that
you are messing up and if you do, in my perception Dave would have a content smile like, “I broke
you and I made you fail.” It was really uncomfortable to speak to him about anything.
In general,…the new post doc,
…I don’t know if he has talked to you guys…but I
remember him approaching me and mentioning…several students talked to him and said, “hey
this is happening” and
has had suicide phone line training and he said to me, “this is
happening and did you know?” and “if I had anything to say I should contact you”…I didn’t give
him any specifics of my case but he said he even felt uncomfortable sometimes because he would
bring up Trump comments to him too and I can’t remember it verbatim what Gilbert said to him
but it was implying that my PI was discriminatory and he would only choose Chinese people and
that he should dye his hair black and that is kind of a racist thing to say…saying only Chinese
people are allowed in this lab… and 95% of us are girls. Gilbert told
that if he wanted to
get on Tangs good side he needed to look Asian or dye his hair back. Saying that my PI gives
privilege to Chinese students when it is a completely diverse space.
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First hand I don’t remember…I don’t think I saw something completely stand out because you
kind of normalize Dave’s behavior…I would have to try to remember and think about it but I don’t
know if maybe they talked to you but there is an instance that I heard of after I joined the lab.
did tell me…she cautioned me…saying that I should stay away from Gilbert. She didn’t give
me details trying to be professional and I think overall the lab has been conditioned that way
…new girls don’t join…I think in that first semester she had an experience that was very
unprofessional and she had to cut him out of her committee.
mentioned…at that moment we weren’t that close but she kind of made me understand
that he would want to have lunch with her or want to meet frequently or meet for lunch and
once he got mad because she didn’t want too and wanted to put space between them. She finally
had to be really blunt with Dave and say no and take him out of her committee. Our PI asked
why she wanted to take Dave out of her committee. Dave was on
committee but
I know from other people that she had to constantly put a break on his comments. His comments
could get inappropriate and she had to be good at keeping him on a professional level for her
dissertation. That was
.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
Yes, when I was being filmed and when I told him I didn’t want to have that conversation with
him. Not really more than words because he is always laughing and joking like he doesn’t really
mean it and so it makes it that you can’t be uncomfortable. I just try to answer whatever his
question is and stay away. Thinking about it…if he is saying it in a joking way…like with the money
and how he came in with the camera…I didn’t feel comfortable and it’s not appropriate and you
shouldn’t feel that way but it’s how he comes across…how do I say don’t even come into my
lab?…its confusing. I’m a grad student and you don’t have to laugh it off you just have to be
respectful…it’s the power differential. Because if you say something…it’s not that I would have
repercussions but you are kind of trained not to do that.
What impact have these incidents had on you?
Semester by semester…the first two semesters were the hardest because the first one I had to
see him twice a week and he was my professor and grading my assignments. It was really
uncomfortable to go to Dave’s class because we were all being mocked and he was trying to teach
us in, “you should know this already and if you don’t you’re not putting in enough time.” I would
dread and hate going to Dave’s class and I don’t think you can just say the class is hard. I honestly
feel Dave wanted to teach us things with reading the papers but there is a different way to teach
this…right…you don’t have to make people feel that they cannot…that they got into this school
because they are lucky…any other reason other than their abilities. That semester was horrible
and I hated that class and considered taking it another semester. It could have been worse doing
it that way but I was ready to get out of that class. I don’t know how or why Dave wanted to
bring up the political issues with me but every time I already felt really bad and the fact that
you’re brining this up and not in a concerned way but mocking me…oh yeah that must
suck…or…mocking that…people are suffering and starving and dying because of a lack of
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medicine. I don’t know how to explain that…the impression that I get is that Dave feeds off of
it…when he catches you off guard and you’re doubtful or I can’t answer his questions. It’s hard
to hold back my emotions because I’m trying to be professional…even during the first semester
that feeling that he gives of, “you’re not worth it” in that class it makes you doubt if you can do
this especially with it being the first semester. Then the second semester he would approach me
with personal issues and if he knows he shouldn’t want to bring it up and he understands its
delicate information. I remember feeling so bad I would cry the rest of the day and we have
another room where you are closed off and I would go in and cry and continue working…I look
back and I wish I didn’t see Dave’s email and I didn’t take his class and didn’t ask him for his
signature at orientation or receive any feedback on my assignments.
Overall I feel really upset by the whole situation and it might be specifically because I already
have these really sad personal situations that Dave was highlighting. This is why I didn’t know if
I should say anything because it is my perception. It did affect my day to day…the wish to
study…do I really want to do these things if I’m just lucky or don’t have the credentials to do it?
I feel like my justification to push through is because my family needs me not because I want to
continue to experience this. I will avoid Dave at all costs. I made a point of not putting him on
my committee and completely disassociating myself as much as I can. I do still feel that it made
me feel so bad that my level of excitement for science has diminished and I wonder if I’m good
enough and it’s been four years…does it mean that I cannot answer a question? I am not good
enough to be a student? Dave might say it in a joking matter and maybe he was that student
that knew everything but that doesn’t have to be everyone’s experience.
Having a mentor that is supposed to guide you but that tells you that you suck…years later I’m
still thinking about it.
Is there anything you would like to share that I have not asked you?
I think I’ve told you as I grew up all of these things made me prone to be affected by his behavior.
I try my best to keep things separate because everyone has their own problems and continues
on.
__________________________________________________________________________
By signing this document, I am confirming that I have been given the opportunity to review
these notes; that the contents reflect, to the best of my knowledge, an accurate description of
the incident(s) or subjects described; and that I have given these statements in good faith.
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Date: _03__/_25__/_2020____

Shannon Byrum
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Notes Prepared by: _______________________________
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What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am a PHD student. I work in Dave’s lab and he is my major professor. This is my fourth year
here…I started in fall of 2016. I moved here from England, but I am Chinese. I am here as an
international student.
How do you know David Gilbert?
I rotated in his lab and decided to join.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
We meet at least once a week if he’s in town. We would email when there are academic issues.
I see him fairly regularly…almost every day if he’s here.
I would say our relationship is mentor/mentee and colleagues. We regularly…well once every six
months we would have something to celebrate…somebody’s paper got accepted or graduated
and we would have a party and I would go. The parties are typically held at his house or beach
house.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
No.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
No.
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Introduction:
Purpose
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Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am an Associate Professor in the Biology department. I’ve been here eleven years this August.
Who is your supervisor?
The Chair of the department.
How do you know David Gilbert?
I had never met him but knew of and respected his work and that was part of the appeal because
when I was applying for positions he was the chair of the search committee. The first time I met
him was during the interview process and the second interview I came with a colleague,
, and we second interviewed together which was really nice.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
Not supervisory but they have this pre-tenure ad hoc committee. This committee is generally
three full professors and their job is to help guide you and make sure you’re on track and I believe
he was on my committee. I don’t know that I considered him to have any authority but more of
a mentoring role in the Department.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
I would say I’m very professional with him but reluctant to be friends with him.
I tend to avoid any social…he has certainly been supportive of my career development and I
appreciate that but mostly interactions in the hallway or if I’m on a committee with him, but I
don’t actively seek out interactions outside of the work environment.
I have been to his house here in Tallahassee for work-related events such as a reception.
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Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
I’m used to it. He is rather narcissistic and it’s sometimes hard to hold a conversation with him
because you realize he’s not listening, or he will redirect to talk about things he’s interested in. I
get frustrated with those interactions and it’s another thing that makes me not want to interact
with him unless its via email. Because then I know he will read it. In those interactions he can
be rude, and I’ve just chalked it up that he doesn’t know sometimes when he’s being rude.
Maybe I get a little irate sometimes even in email responses they are terse, and I am passive
aggressive, and I just brush it off and deal with it.
Something that was said to me…this was probably ten years ago…maybe my second or third year
here and my lab was very busy and I had a lot of people and it happened that I had a lot of females
in the lab and we were in the corridor and he came up to me and said something like, “how is it
that you have all the hot girls in your lab?” I was stunned and not expecting it…it was ten in the
morning and people were in the corridor and not something I was expecting to hear. I was
somewhat pissed off because I didn’t want anyone to hear him talking to me like that. I just
walked away. I didn’t want to have that conversation. I told my wife and she was angry about it
and I also mentioned it in passing to colleagues. It was a direct thing that just stuck with me.
There was another occurrence that stuck with me regarding a graduate student who was very
open about his Mormon faith, who has since graduated. During a committee meeting he made
a joke to the students, along the lines of …”maybe your god can help you with” something. I was
gob-smacked about that…it wasn’t an appropriate thing to say…he said it as a joke, but it wasn’t
funny. The student brushed it off and we carried on. I know other committee members were
not impressed and had mentioned it to me. It’s not something I would say by my upbringing and
in my pre-tenure, you don’t want to rock the boat with someone would have a vote. I thought it
was inappropriate but didn’t say anything about it.
This wasn’t anything said but was an action that I thought was most bizarre I was in the hall and
talking to someone else and he came around the corner with no shirt on because he had just
come from the gym and showered. I would never walk in the hall with no shirt on at any time. It
was a strange thing to witness and I would never do that myself and it stuck out as unusual. It
was mid-morning during a weekday. He plays basketball a lot and then showers and walks to his
office. He was wearing shorts, but just was shirtless. I thought that was strange.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
I tend to keep my office door shut most of the time and be shut away in order to focus. When
my door is open, people tend to stop by and chat. If I’m not in my office, I’m in the lab and so I
do not witness much of what goes on around the building.
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Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
One of the undergrads that was in my lab… I can’t remember her last name…I can definitely find
her name…she was one of the people who was in my lab who I am assuming he was making a
comment about and I don’t remember how this came up…my lab is on the second floor and his
is on the third floor…maybe she knew someone in his lab but I do not remember whether she
was telling me or I was overhearing. They had gone to his beach house, she and some others…I
didn’t understand why they went to a party at his beach house and I just found that odd. That
these young students that aren’t part of his lab had gone to his beach house…I don’t know if they
stayed over or what but found it disturbing because after what he said …I didn’t know why she
had gone. It was a little unusual to me and I thought it was creepy. She’s young enough to be
my daughter. If he hadn’t said any of the things before, I wouldn’t have thought it was creepy. I
always look at them like my adult children so when I hear something like that its odd and
disturbing to me.
Something a colleague mentioned, and he was going to a stem cell retreat in Georgia and he was
driving with Dave and some of his lab…mostly male members and how he behaved in the car
trying to grab the attention of female drivers and how uncomfortable it made him feel. I went
to the same place for a meeting before and Dave tried to arrange for us to ride share and I didn’t
want to spend three hours in conversation in the car. In the end I decided to drive alone in case
I needed to leave, then I could.
The other thing I am hearing is the most recent thing from
. When my colleague had
mentioned the email and how he reported it…he was telling me about it and I was still so
flabbergasted by the first thing I didn’t hear the rest of it because I was shocked that anyone
could be foolish enough to write an email like that. But as things are changing, to not even be intune into what’s going on in America and the west and how this is changing and how being that
way won’t be tolerated. What he says doesn’t shock me so much but that he can be so unaware.
You don’t do that. It’s very frustrating.
has spoken to me…the poor girl is distraught…first
of all her boyfriend who just rejoined the program, who had to take a break for emotional
problems himself, and now he joined his lab and had to deal with this and she doesn’t even feel
comfortable going to the third floor. I haven’t seen her up there since. I’ve only seen her
downstairs in the lab and I think that is so wrong that she is having to deal with this and go
through this. It’s ridiculous. I know she’s very upset…rightly so but very upset.
There was one time when one of my own former grad students in one of our one-on-one
meetings brought up a comment he made that made someone upset and she was angry about
it. She asked me to report but it was something she had heard fourth hand and I told her I
couldn’t report that based on fourth hand, but I encouraged her to talk to them and tell them to
feel free to report it. It was something inappropriate in a sexual manner. I wasn’t shocked to
hear it, but I felt that I couldn’t move forward when I didn’t even know the person it was said to
and she had not gotten it from that person but somebody else. I felt it was difficult to report
that.
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One of Hengli’s students…I forgot her name, but I heard she had some bad interactions with him
to the point she was asked to talk and isn’t willing to talk because she’s dealt with it. I wonder
what happened that she’s not willing to talk about it and I wonder how many others feel that
way because of something that’s happened. Those type of things make me angry and upset
because I don’t know what has been going on since he’s been here. To hear those things…the
girl that may have been kissed on the neck…that’s another level…not just words.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
I would say unfortunately not for the vast majority of things. Sometimes in email I might
encounter some of what he says but I’ve never really told him that. Like I said it’s hard to hold a
conversation with him because I don’t know when he’s actually listening.
I feel terrible talking this way about a colleague. I wanted to be friendly but since the beginning
I’ve had a hard time. He has also brought this on himself by behaving this way so I’m kind of
really annoyed and angry with him but also upset about talking about…it’s emotionally very
difficult because I don’t want to be here doing this, but he’s done it and forced an uncomfortable
situation.
What impact have these incidents had on you?
The most recent one has been very frustrating because it makes me want to withdraw more from
him and I just happen to have two meetings with him in the last two days and I find it hard to
look at him because his behavior is no different. It frustrates me. I feel everything is very
uncomfortable right now. Things are not getting out of control but when people talk…even one
of my own grad students relayed about when he came here it didn’t seem to affect him and I’m
asked how did they know…I don’t know …the students are all talking. I thought how would that
even get out…I thought about it and it’s probably…that’s what’s bad at the moment because its
muddying the water to what’s really real and what’s part of a growing anger and frustration of
the students. It’s almost like…everybody needs to be sat down and told what’s going on because
I haven’t heard anything form the Chair but other than hearing from
and
. It’s
causing that atmosphere…an uncomfortable tension and semi-paranoia
Is there anything you would like to share that I have not asked you?
Right now, he’s going through a terrible time but also the best of times. Career-wise science is
the best it’s been…really high publications, he’s traveling…he’s excelling. On the other hand, I
heard he just got divorced and his stepson just committed suicide, which is really tough for
anyone. I feel for him, but it doesn’t excuse behaving inappropriately and in fact I would think
that behavior would be subdued if you’re in mourning. I feel terrible for him in that perspective.
He’s riding high on one side and the other things couldn’t be worse and that make me feel worse
too. It’s not about me but generally I’m talking about him in a bad light while this is happening.
In my concern, I talked to a colleague about whether this might result in him causing self-harm,
but they did not seem to think so, but it is something that is on my mind. It doesn’t mean
something shouldn’t be done but I am thinking of that from a sympathetic view point.
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Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am an Associate Professor and Associate Chair for Undergraduate Studies in Biological Sciences
at FSU. I started in 2008 so eleven going on twelve years now.
Who is your supervisor?
Tom Houpt…my Department Chair.
How do you know David Gilbert?
Dave was on the hiring and recruitment committee when I interviewed. My former supervisor
Vickie Chandler knew of Dave. My first real interaction with Dave was when I was interviewed
and hired.
Does he have any supervisory authority over you?
No. The only thing…only authority or power that Dave had over me is I did go through the tenure
process and since he is a senior faculty member, he was on my committee for that. It is a
possibility that he could serve on my committee to become a full professor.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
I have always had friendly and positive interactions with Dave. I never felt any contention
between him and I. There’s a lot of opportunities to disagree when you are colleagues in a
department and when we have, I felt that it was healthy.
We do not socialize. We are just work colleagues. I haven’t been to any activities at his house. I
have no recollection of going to his home in Tallahassee. I have gone to working dinners and
other colleagues’ homes at the same time as Dave but he has never been to my home and I have
never been to an activity like that, that he hosted.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
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inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
He has a couple times said things that I felt were very informal and sometimes that’s the nature
of the Science department. Nothing that made me uncomfortable but I am used to a high level
of informality, but I have become aware that Dave is a little too informal. Not because it bothers
me, but maybe others. I remember comments Dave has made about my hair style or interactions
he had when he was a college student. Nothing that made me uncomfortable but maybe times
there should have been more of a filter in a professional atmosphere.
Hairstyle- I remember one time going into a meeting and Dave saying something like, “I don’t
know, is your hair curly? or straight? because I never know.” It was a strange thing to announce
in a crowded room.
Being a college student-- It was chit chat before a meeting Dave started and talking about a
specific university in California and he made a comment that “they used to always go over there
because the girls were cuter.” I think a lot of times its in this way that you don’t hear the whole
conversation…I think a lot of times…when he made the comment about my hair, I was a little
surprised that he would say it but didn’t say anything at all to it.
In terms of being overly familiar with people…one thing in terms of graduate students and
interactions with them. Sometimes we would have conversations about recruiting and Dave
would talk about information that would be relayed to him by his grad students or things he
would ask his grad students about applicants…could his grad students comment on the quality
of this institution as a way of interpreting the student…we should not release information to
students about applicants in the program and I told Dave that we need to be careful with FERPA
and that we might be crossing lines in divulging information about other students.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
I have not ever seen a student look uncomfortable with the way Dave was interacting with them,
but I have thought increasingly that Dave should be less familiar and friendly with the students.
I tend to be very formal with the students so part of it is my filter with them but interacting with
students at social things and joking with them and talking with them more openly...than I would
choose to do and never rising to the level where I thought there was something going on or
needed to be reported but just things I would not say.
I remember the comment about the girls at the other university but do not remember making
the “shower” comment in response.
An example of what I consider overly familiar behavior with the student. I don’t remember the
student appearing uncomfortable. It was kind of joking and teasing…she went and got herself a
beer and he said something like, “oh you didn’t bring me a beer back, I guess I’m not cool enough”
and was going on and on about it and I walked up and decided to engage the student in talks
about the program and the department. That kind of interaction…I’m not really sure what to do
about. The student wasn’t uncomfortable and there was not anything explicit that I could say
about his behavior. Had it been someone that was more approachable to me I think I would have
said I think you need to be less familiar with the students but couldn’t see any other course of
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action than that. I think the issue with teasing and joking and being unprofessional especially
with a member of the opposite sex can be interpreted in an uncomfortable way, but I didn’t have
the sense that it was intended or interpreted that way.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
I have heard a lot since this case came up. The only…there’s…I have a student who Dave was on
her committee…her name is
and Lauren rotated in Dave’s lab and then decided to
join my lab and elected to put Dave on her committee. In the mean-time she has struggled quite
a bit in her program and one time she had a tough committee meeting and Dave very legitimately
was hard on her scientifically. I think he was very justified in that regard and after that meeting
went to happy hour with friends. I followed up with her the next day and said, “I know it
was difficult for you to hear some of the things discussed but there were important things that
came out that needed to be discussed” and
mentioned that Dave showed up at the happy
hour and it made her uncomfortable and she went home. I asked if anything happened and she
said no she was just uncomfortable because of what happened at the meeting with Dave. After
all this with
struggling as a student and Dave being on her committee I decided to talk to
her and ask if she wanted to reconsider her committee and she elected to remove Dave from her
committee. I tried to follow up after that but really wanted her to feel free to do what it was she
wanted to do.
indicated that she was hesitant to go to her committee and talk to them
and she preferred to change it. She never volunteered any additional information.
Dave is a tough scientist and her making that change could be attributed to the things that I have
seen. I could see why she would not want to be around Dave with feeling he was so hard on her
scientifically.
did come to talk to me and told me about the email that her and her boyfriend received
and how it made them both feel. I was not the first person she spoke to about it.
came to speak to me because I am on his committee and he is very upset and unsure of what to
do. He was the student that mentioned to me that he thought I had had some kind of harassment
with Dave and wondered if I was comfortable to stay on his committee and I told him I hadn’t
had that interaction and was happy to be on his committee.
said she was aware of other students that received inappropriate communications with
Dave. There is an undergrad that worked for Dave that stopped going to his lab.
said he
reached out to her and all she said was that there had been inappropriate interactions.
The only name that I have heard in terms of other graduate students is
. I heard that
Dave was…he consistently was inappropriate with her… whether it was face to face or email or
texts, I’m not sure…that she had complained to mainly other grad students at that time and that
it went on for a long time and happened more than once but was unwilling to report. I wasn’t
on
committee but I interacted with her a little while she was in the department.
I could tell you a million different lack of filter things that I have heard from Dave and again
nothing that you would ever think, wow, Dave is harassing people…just things that most people
would not say out loud.
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Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
I have said…and multiple times along those lines…I don’t think we should get that kind of
information from students. I mean… I have not ever talked to Dave and said, “you are too
informal with the students.” Its only been recently for me that it got to the point that it was a
conversation that I thought someone should have with Dave. I haven’t seen anything that I
thought there was a student being damaged, compromised, or uncomfortable by the things Dave
was saying.
What impact have these incidents had on you?
Indirect for the most part. I mentioned talking with my student about changing her committee
which I think is in everybody’s best interest. I think the grad students are very distressed and
unhappy and this has had a big impact on the department as a whole while we were in the middle
of recruiting. That’s been something we need to make sure that we are supporting our students
and that we are choosing the best way to approach all of this.
A lot of faculty and staff members are upset and angry. I guess the only thing as Associate Chair
of Undergraduate Studies is…I have considered maybe to revise course offerings or possibly make
changes to DIS supervisors for students that might be impacted by Dave’s behavior. I’m thinking
ahead on how we can support the students in the best possible way in what they want to do with
the outcome of this.
Is there anything you would like to share that I have not asked you?
I guess…this is something someone else said to me…I think all of us assumed that Dave lacked a
filter but not that he was crossing a line with students and I’m sure you are aware of the context
that Dave is going through a divorce and maybe that’s why his behavior is changing and our
perspective on his behavior is changing. Another comment that was made to me was that a post
doc in her lab had spoken to one of Dave’s former post docs and was very shocked about all of
this and felt like she had never seen anything like that happen in Dave’s lab. I don’t know if that
means there is more intentional targeting of people he feels like he has more control over. It
seems in his behavior with me and other faculty there was this…just…disregard for social norms
but that there was clearly a line when he was crossing when he wasn’t around us.
__________________________________________________________________________
By signing this document I am confirming that I have been given the opportunity to review
these notes; that the contents reflect, to the best of my knowledge, an accurate description of
the incident(s) or subjects described; and that I have given these statements in good faith.
Acknowledged by: _______________________________ Date: _3/10/2020

Notes Prepared by: _______________________________
Date: ___/___/_____
Shannon Byrum
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Date: 3/3/2020
Start Time: 3:00 p.m.
Name:
Position: Undergraduate Student
EEID:
Method: In person
Present: Amber Wagner (lead); Shannon Byrum (notes)
Introduction:
Purpose
Investigation Process
Privacy
Retaliation
Support Services (EAP, UCC, VA)
What is your current affiliation with FSU? What Department? How long?
I am a junior…an undergrad. I’m in College of Medicine working towards an IMS degree.
How do you know David Gilbert?
For DIS…directed independent studies. My freshman year I contacted Dave to work in his lab as
an undergrad researcher and that was in January of 2018 and I have continued the DIS until
January of 2020. The first semester I was a volunteer and was a DIS for four semesters.
I spent 8-20 hours a week in Dave’s lab.
I never took any of his classes…I avoided his class.
As the DIS instructor, does he have supervisory authority over you?
Absolutely. I met with Dave once a week. A grad student asked if I could work with him on a
project and I agreed. I would work on the project, meet with Dave every week and then we had
a presentation at the end of the semester for a grade. The purpose was for me to publish my
own paper
I always got A’s. I did get an A minus one time because Dave felt I was too chatty during the lab
when I would work. Which is funny because I wasn’t. Dave said everyone in the lab came to him
and told him that I was chatty. I asked my lab members if they did that and they said no.
I quit Dave’s lab before I got anything published.
How would you describe your interactions? Relationship?
Tense. It was either tense or flirtatious. Dave is patronizing, condescending, and mean. He has
said to me, “you’re stupid” or “you have no common sense.”
Dave does really inappropriate things...like ask undergrads to go out with him and makes sexual
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comments. There was one incident with me where he pressured me into drinking and I said no,
and he got really mad at me and I gave the drink to someone else. He’s constantly in your life.
He gets your phone number and messages you all the time and a lot of it is unrelated to lab...like,
“I’m in California and ate some really good sushi.”
I was severely uncomfortable any time I had to meet with him and that’s why I quit.
Has Dr. Gilbert ever behaved in a way towards you or made comments about you that were
inappropriate or made you uncomfortable? What/when?
Yes.
– On the way to a Christmas party in 2018 he said, “stay away from Dave, he’s a dirty
old man.” We didn’t discuss
comment…I was just like…”ok.”
At the same party they did a secret Santa game and if you guessed incorrectly about who the gift
was from you had to take a shot of Tequila. I guessed incorrectly and said, “I don’t drink, I’m only
19 so it’s kind of illegal” and Dave got visibly mad and he said,” you have to, this is my house and
it’s a game.” I said “no” again, and Dave got angrier with me and I thought, ‘I’m making the man
responsible for my career really mad’ so I just accepted the shot, but then gave it to the grad
student sitting next to me. Dave insisted that I had to take the drink. I think I told him more than
twice that I don’t drink and didn’t want it.
We went to a restaurant once showing a prospective Post Doc around town and I suggested a
Mexican restaurant and we were talking, and I said, “I love eating tacos” and Dave said, “that’s
inappropriate” …implying I was talking about oral sex. It was me, a lab tech
who
is my good friend,
…he was the post doc that was interviewing, and then Dave.
Dave’s comment was really random because what I said was applicable to what we were talking
about because we were all eating tacos. Dave is kind of like that…he will make weird jokes that
no one gets and says a lot of inappropriate stuff. This was last semester…in the fall of 2019.
In one of my one-on-one meetings with Dave…it was around spring of 2019, my grad student was
getting ready to graduate and I asked Dave about
future in the lab…like if he thought
was going into the industry or staying on a post doc. At the time,
had a girlfriend who was
still getting her PhD and working in the lab. When I asked Dave what he thought
would do,
he said, “he would probably stay in Tallahassee because men are like dogs…he’s going to stay
where he gets laid.” It was just me and Dave in the room when he said that. My response…I
laughed it off. There’s not much you can say to the man that grades you…I can’t really say, “you
can’t say those things” to him.
The night when Dave wanted me to drink, we were cleaning his kitchen and he started to
ballroom dance with me. In my head I was like, do this, be nice, flirt, because this man can get
you into Stanford, but I just pulled away because it was weird. No one said anything when it
happened. This was at the holiday party in fall of 2018.
Dave would say, “you have no common sense” and “I’m just trying to mentor you and make you
better, but I don’t understand why you’re not getting this, you’re dumb.” Words like that were
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very occasional…it was more of a tone that he would use. I think Dave said “you have no common
sense” a few times. “Chatty,” “ditzy” …these are words he’s said to me before.
In the spring of 2019 Dave gave me an A minus because he said I was “so chatty he couldn’t think”
and I “could have made up for it if I worked more…better.” Even though my hours in the lab were
more than just normal hours. You feel stupid and dumb when you’re with Dave.
Dave never invited me to any solo activities. He did ask me to feed his turtle while he was away
one time…I didn’t think it was inappropriate, so I did.
I never went to his beach house or boat. I wouldn’t ever want to be on a boat alone with Dave.
The winter party was my first party with Dave and I avoided any after that. Because I don’t attend
social events with the lab Dave has told me, “you’re not vested in the lab because you don’t come
to my parties or go canoeing” …saying I should show up and be a participant of the lab.
The other undergrads in Dave’s lab are
and
Then there was
but she was only there for that one semester.
quit last night. I told her I was
coming in and she said it would be alright to give you her email address.
quit too. But
they are still undergrads and there’s one other female that works with Dave.
is DIS. I think
was DIS for a semester and then a lab tech.
is talking to
about her course. I
know she messaged Dave and her lab student asking to be moved.
Have you witnessed any other behaviors/actions by Dr. Gilbert that have made you
uncomfortable or that you believe are inappropriate? Or toward others who appeared
uncomfortable? Who/what?
I don’t remember witnessing him doing anything to anyone in person, but I have heard some
things.
Has anyone ever shared with you concerns about Dr. Gilbert’s actions/behaviors/touching, or
that you have otherwise heard about? Who/when? What specifically was the concern(s)?
The first one is
It was the same winter party that I went to. She came up to me and told
me she had a secret. She said she couldn’t tell me right then because it could cost someone their
job. She met Dave through the summer wanting to do research and as soon as he met her Dave
made it clear that he was attracted to
and wanted to be with her. She was in DIS and in
his lab and he invited her to Japan or Greece where he was going to present. Dave messaged
her, “come to my house and go canoeing with me.” Dave told her boyfriend
who
works in the lab that he didn’t want to date anyone his age and that he liked
and was
attracted to her and wanted to date her. This is all while she was an undergrad working in his
lab. Dave said that
was perfect for him.
-she came to me and said she hurt her finger and had it bandaged and in a one-onone meeting with Dave, he asked how her finger was doing she said, “it’s not great, it’s swollen
and throbbing” and Dave responded and said,” that’s enough, that’s inappropriate.”
Then over the summer
showed me some text messages from Dave. She was in England at
the time and Dave was asking how she was doing and told her “he missed her smile in the lab.”
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Dave always asked about
boyfriend. He was also obsessed with the fact that she was
Hispanic and sent her an article about Mexicans and why they fear authority. Dave said, “this is
probably why you don’t stand up for yourself in the lab.” She is not even Mexican, she is Cuban.
Have you ever told Dr. Gilbert that he was making you uncomfortable or any other feedback
regarding his behavior? What/when? How did he respond?
No. Dave has so much…he is so highly respected and if he tells you he’s going to write you a
letter that will send you to an IVY…you can’t criticize him. That was my mindset and the mindset
of other females in the lab from what I’ve heard.
I guess

was the first one to speak up.

What impact have these incidents had on you?
I don’t want to be dramatic but by the last semester I would have panic attacks before my
meetings with Dave. He never directly hit on me, but I was uncomfortable being alone with him
and if you work in his lab you kind of have to be. He is so mean and so inappropriate…he’s
scary…or at least he scares me. Not a great impact. I was going to take time off after last
semester…I’m definitely not doing research again…I’m applying to medical school and getting out
of here. Not a great experience at FSU. I would go to people and ask for help and their response
was Dave makes so much money for FSU so they’re not going to talk to him. It’s just Dave being
Dave…he makes a lot of money for the school.
I always registered for the DIS last minute with the thought that if Dave does something I’ll just
quit. It was playing it by ear and then by January I didn’t want to do it. Tom Houpt is helping me
with my reference letter.
Is there anything you would like to share that I have not asked you?
That’s all.
__________________________________________________________________________
By signing this document I am confirming that I have been given the opportunity to review
these notes; that the contents reflect, to the best of my knowledge, an accurate description of
the incident(s) or subjects described; and that I have given these statements in good faith.
Acknowledged by: _______

__________ Date: __3_/_24__/__2020___
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Amber Wagner
Subject:

FW: ‘Fess up!!!!

From:
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 4:53 PM
To: Amber Wagner <AMWagner@admin.fsu.edu>
Subject: Fwd: ‘Fess up!!!!
Here is the forwarded message and some text messages. One of the texts is just from a time when I was supposed to
meet with Dave but made an excuse not to. I also forgot one detail. During one of our meetings we talked about lucid
dreaming and he said he used to do it but stopped because the fact that he could have sex with anyone he wanted
became a problem….

1

2

3

Best,
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Laboratory Technician
Florida State University
Department of Biological Science
Cell and Molecular Biology
Gilbert Lab
King Life Science Building
319 Stadium Drive
Room 3070
4

Tallahassee, FL 32304
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Begin forwarded message:
From: David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
Subject: Re: ‘Fess up!!!!
Date: December 21, 2019 at 9:21:29 PM EST
To:
Cc:
Gilbert Lab Alias <gilbertlab@bio.fsu.edu>,
I see… well I guess it is something that is available at my house, if the right person were to ask nicely.
But, it is not in the refridgerator, in case that is not obvious.

On Dec 21, 2019, at 9:18 PM,

> wrote:

I invoke the fifth
On Sat, Dec 21, 2019 at 9:06 PM David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu> wrote:
Did you do that?????
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 21, 2019, at 9:05 PM,

wrote:

The O is a magnet you had holding up an Obama pin
On Sat, Dec 21, 2019 at 9:03 PM David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
wrote:
Ok who rearranged my PC DNA DAVE magnets to read like my house
is a place of rampant decadence????? And where did that “O” come
from???

Sent from my iPhone
Sincerely,
Dave
*****************************************************
Dr. David M. Gilbert (he/him/his)
J. Herbert Taylor Distinguished Professor of Molecular Biology
Department of Biological Science
5

319 Stadium Drive
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306‐4295
Phone: 850‐645‐7583
Fax: 850‐645‐8447
Email: gilbert@bio.fsu.edu
Lab page: http://gilbertlab.bio.fsu.edu/
ReplicationDomain Database: http://www.replicationdomain.org
*****************************************************
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amber Wagner
Fwd: sad
Wednesday, March 25, 2020 4:06:17 PM

Hi Ms. Amber,
This is the email I talked about in the interview. Even though he says "I hope your family is
doing ok", it was not well received at 7 am on a Monday on my part based on what I explained
in our interview.

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:sad
Date:Mon, 18 Dec 2017 07:18:07 -0500
From:David Gilbert <gilbert@bio.fsu.edu>
To:
I hope that your family is doing OK. This is terrible.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/12/17/world/americas/venezuela-childrenstarving.html?ncid=newsltushpmgnews__TheMorningEmail__121817
Sincerely,
Dave
*****************************************************
Dr. David M. Gilbert
J. Herbert Taylor Distinguished Professor of Molecular Biology
Pfeiffer Endowed Professorship for Cancer Research
Department of Biological Science
319 Stadium Drive
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306-4295
Phone: 850-645-7583
Fax: 850-645-8447
Email: gilbert@bio.fsu.edu
Lab page: http://gilbertlab.bio.fsu.edu/
ReplicationDomain Database: http://www.replicationdomain.org
*****************************************************
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